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News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.

DIGITAL
INTRODUCES
TERMINAL FAMILY

PDT-11

INTELLIGENT

The first family of intelligent terminals designed to be
fully compatible with the PDP-11 computer line has just
been introduced by Digital. The new PDT-11 family of
programmable data terminals has provisions for multiple
workstations and a choice of communication formats. The
three family members, the PDT-11/110, 11/130, and
11/150, incorporate Digital’s LSI-11 microcomputer.

PDT-11 terminals share the same instruction set as PDP-11
computers, programs developed to run on the terminals can
run with equal facility on larger minicomputer systems.
PDT-11 terminals are available with varying amounts
of main memory. A PDT-11/110 can be easily upgraded in
the field to a PDT-11/130 by adding magnetic tape storage
devices; all terminals can accept memory in increments to a
maximum of 60K bytes. Hardware upgradability as well as
software migration permits users to expand the capabilities
of their intelligent terminals to match their changing needs.
FIELD EFFECT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS
Crystaloid Electronics have just released a range of
standard 6”-12” high digit Liquid Crystal Displays.

These displays operate over a wide temperature range
from -20 to +80 degrees C, with operating voltages of 2.5, 3
and 4 volt minimum. They are available in transmissive,
reflective or transflective modes and feature high contrast
with long life and reliability.
Applications envisaged for these displays include
clocks, scoreboard displays, time devices, destination signs,
pricing and advertising displays.
Crystaloid products are available from the exclusive
distributor - Tecnico Electronics, Marrickville, NSW.
Two of the three PDT terminals are built around the
new VT100 video terminal announced recently; the third
terminal configuration is available with a choice of video or
hardcopy terminal: two terminals have magnetic storage
peripherals, and all three are capable of running either
stored programs or programs forwarded to them
(“down-line loaded”) from a computer system.
PDT-11/110 is a down-line-loadable VT100 terminal
with built-in LSi-11 processor; the PDT-11/130 is a VT100
terminal with built-in LSi-11 processor and twin magnetic
tape storage devices; and the PDT-11/150 consists of the
processor with diskette storage that can be used with either
video of hardcopy terminals. All three PDT-11 terminals
have provision for the addition of three “unintelligent”
terminals; the ‘multi-terminal’ PDT-11 configurations are
believed to be the most economical intelligent-terminal
subsystems in the computer industry.
The PDT-11 family extends the functionality
normally associated only with computer systems to
intelligent terminal operations, making them ideally suited
for intelligent data capture, particularly where one program
is used frequently in multiple terminal locations. Each
terminal has power to perform stand-alone jobs that
previously required full computer systems.
The PDT-11 terminals have full compatibility with
the instruction set of PDP-11 minicomputers, permitting
program development at the assembly level, and thus
program interchangeability between PDP-11 processors and
the terminals. The PDP-11 is one of the world’s most
widely used minicomputer lines, covering a spectrum from
microcomputers to medium-scale systems. Since the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

ALTERNATE
TIMEBASE
AND
TRIGGER-VIEW
CHANNEL IN 100 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
A compact dual-channel 100 MHz oscilloscope has
been introduced by Philips Test & Measuring Instruments.
Known as PM3262 this oscilloscope is unique in providing
both trigger-view and alternative timebase operating modes.
In addition, the new PM 3262 features a 5mV sensitivity
over the full bandwidth, with a high 2mV sensitivity up to
35 MHz.
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••ISELLTHE BEST**

“I’m Denis Healey and have I got a
smorgasbord for your system!’
Here at Sigma Data General Products,
we have complete stocks of CFI Memories
tapes, disks, cartridges and ribbons.
Although I’m nowon the supplier side of
the business, I’ve seen plenty from the
customer side too.
I know only too well the frustration in
finding your EDP supplies.

We’ve solved that problem with OASIS,
our own computer system linked to our
complete product range, to tell us what’s
compatable with what and what’s in stock.
Next time you need EDP supplies,
remember, your system will be refreshed
best with products from our smorgasbord.

GENERAL PRODUCTS DIVISION.

SIGMA DA1A CORPORATION
PHG 2657
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Triggering to over 200 MHz and the provision of two
external trigger sensitivity settings “standard” and “divide
by ten” enables this oscilloscope to meet the majority of
ECL, TTL and other logic measurement needs. Other
triggering features include a composite mode for the main
timebase.
The availability of an alternate timebase mode and
the facility to display the trigger channel is of considerable
value when examining details of pulse trains and other
complex waveforms. Meaningful signal comparisons and
identification of signal details are particular advantages. The
possibility of displaying both main and delayed timebase
signals at the same time allows direct comparisons. This
cannot be done with a conventional mixed sweep mode
when the delayed signal detail is displayed after the main
timebase signal. Moreover, this facility is available on both
input channels at the same time.
The trigger-view channel allows exact triggering
conditions to be displayed and so allows direct comparisons
between trigger and signal. This is particularly useful for
such applications as computer or other digital equipment
servicing where triggering depends on a clock pulse and
relationships between clock and information are important.
CENTRONICS 6000 SERIES RELEASED
Sigma Data Corporation announces the release of
Centronics 6000 series of line printers.

sensor automatically alerts the operator of the situation.
Optional features available include standard industry
interfaces, Centronics communications interface, line
counter, paper jam sensor, Electronic VFU and 136
columns.
The compact, reliable mechanism of the 6000 series is
constructed to meet the rigors of a broad range of EDP
applications. The series features an 85% spare parts
commonality.
The Centronics 6000 series is available through the
General Products Division of Sigma Data Corporation.
DATA GENERAL ENHANCES ECLIPSE SOFTWARE
Data General Australia Pty. Ltd. has announced
major enhancements to the software capabilities of the
Eclipse data system family.

An automatic segmentation facility for the firm’s
Cobol language permits the operation of extremely large
programs, while enhancements to INFOS file management
software broadens its use to applications written in the
PL/I, Fortran 5, and DG/L languages.
Running under Data General’s Advanced Operating
System (AOS), the Cobol language complies with the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 1974
standard, with all implemented modules at the highest level.
The new segmentation facility allows the execution
of very large programs, whose memory requirements exceed
the normal memory addressing capacity of Eclipse
computers.
AOS INFOS is a data base-oriented file management
system that provides multiple-keyed access to information
in a multiple terminal, batch, or communications
environment. The new extensions permit access to these
data bases for applications written in the PL/I, Fortran 5,
and DG/L languages.
AOS PL/I is the first implementation of the PL/I
structured programming language from a major
minicomputer supplier. AOS PL/I is based on the ANSI
1976 PL/I programming language standard.
AOS Fortran 5 produces highly-optimised code for
fast runtime execution.
Data General’s DG/L is an Algol-derivative structured
programming language designed for a wide range of
applications. DG/L is an ideal development tool for
systems-level software such as compilers, assemblers,
sort/merge, and other utilities.

The new Centronics 6300 line band printer, one of the 6000 series.

Centronics 6000 is a series of back impact printing,
fully formed character line printers featuring a horizontal
moving one piece print band. The series is composed of
four models covering a print speed range of 75 to 600 lines
per minute of a full 132 columns. Each member of the
series is fully upwards compatible.
Included in the standard features of the range are
operator changeable fonts, cassette ribbon and parallel
interface. The printers all have fully formed characters, 132
per line and 64 USASCII character set and micro processor
electronics.
Each model of the 6000 series will accommodate one
to six part forms that are 4” to 19” wide. Six or eight lines
per inch vertical spacing is operator selectable. The paper is
moved in a vertical direction at fifteen inches per second
and is stacked in a convenient paper tray. An out-of-paper
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

CSA TRAINING COURSE TO BEGIN
Computer Sciences of Australia Pty. Ltd. has had a
very strong response to a campaign to recruit trainees,
according to Mr Phil Molony, the Company’s Assistant
General Manager and manager of CSA’s Network Services
Division.

A series of advertisements brought a total of 120
applications, of which nine were accepted.
This group, together with two applicants who are
already on CSA staff, commenced an eight-week training
course in Sydney.
Those completing the course will begin work'
immediately as Marketing Representatives for CSA as a first
step in a planned career path.
Mr Molony said: “The level for applicants was
deliberately set high. We set as minimum qualifications a
Hi

Transient Supression
and Voltage Stabilization.

Poor line supply, mains surges or
transients need no longer be a
problem. With modern electronic
equipment, line variations caused by
the switching of large items of
equipment can wreak havoc with
control circuits.
Philips now offer two methods to solve
this problem, depending on the
degree of stability required, and the
load involved. They are the PE1400
series of constant voltage transformers
and the PE1610 range of
AC voltage stabilizers.

equipment if unchecked; compact
‘monocare’ construction, automatic
overload protection.

PE 1402 Constant Voltage Transformer

Constant Voltage
Transformers

AC Voltage Stabilizers

The PE1400 series are magnetic
systems offering 1 %.line stability and
very high transient suppression for
short pulse widths. Alteration factors
of 280 and higher are possible. Output
distortion is completely independent
of line distortion with sinewave output
at less than 3% distortion.
Other features include mains ‘hold’ for
short trip outs, a condition which is
disastrous for computers and digital

The PE1600 series combines the
advantages of electronic control plus
the magnetic system in the PE1400
series. The result is a high 0.1%
stability regardless of line voltage,
frequency and load variations,
combined with good transient
suppression, and gives the possibility
of varying the combination of stability
and transient suppression to suit the
application.

PHILIPS

Test & Measuring
Instruments

Automatic remote control is available.
Operation of the stabilizers are
designed to perform as constant
voltage transformers and incorporate
a special feedback control circuit. A
sensing circuit provides a DC voltage
which is proportional to the r.m.s.
value of the stabilizer output.
Maximum output powers of 1, 2 and
4kVA are available. Contact us for a
demonstration or ask for our “DC
Power Supplies and AC Voltage
Stabilizers’’ Catalogue.

PE 1610 Series 220V/2kVA AC Voltage
Stabilizer
Philips Electronic Systems —
Scientific & Industrial Equipment,
P.O. Box 119, North Ryde,
N.S.W. 2113 or phone Sydney 888 8222;
Melbourne 699 0300; Adelaide 223 4022;
Perth 277 4199; Brisbane 264 1946.

PHILIPS
HRME 132 0037

successful record in tertiary studies and also in their current
employment, which in most cases is in fields such as
banking, accountancy, science and the public service,
including local government.
“The comparatively low acceptance rate from what
was a generally high level of applicant indicates the
standards which we expect to see met by the students in
this group.”
Mr Molony said CSA had assembled a training panel
of 20 senior CSA staff members.
“This group can claim a very high level of expertise
and involvement in the computer industry,” he said.
“Their average length of servi ce with CSA is six
years, and their service in the computer industry is
generally considerably longer.”
The course has been designed by Mr John Allison,
senior training officer in CSA’s Melbourne office, who also
will act as chief instructor during the course.
CSA plans to run a similar school next year, and is
preparing plans for courses for technical trainees.
LATEST BWD CATALOGUE
BWD Electronics Pty. Ltd., have released their latest
Shortform Catalogue which includes a general range of
oscilloscopes, oscillators, power supplies and the BWD Mini
Lab and describes one of their latest new products, the
BWD 540/701 DC-lOOMHz Oscilloscope/Video Line
Selector Dual Instrument Package.

Other new instruments are the BWD 539D
DC-25MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope, BWD 845 Dual Trace
DC-30MHz Variable Persistence Storage Oscilloscope, BWD
711 Video Line Selector and the BWD 6F Plug In Video
Line Selector, used with the BWD 525 DC-50MHz
Oscilloscope. The latest version of the Minilab BWD 603B
has an increased function generator bandwidth and facilities
for sweeping the function generator over two decades on
any range. It also provides an additional power supply fixed
5 Volt 1 Amp.
All of BWD Products are illustrated extensively, but
more detailed technical information is available on
individual instrument Data Sheets, if required. Also
available is information on their wide range of power
supplies. A comprehensive six page Data Sheet covers all
specifications which are fully detailed for ease of selection.
Catalogues are available from BWD Electronics Pty.
Ltd., Mulgrave, Victoria.
NEW SYSTEM FOR THE '80's
A general-purpose computer with significant advances
in technology and programming - IBM System/38 - was
announced recently by IBM Australia.

CAPRICORNIA INSTITUTE OF
ADVANCED EDUCATION

Graduate Diploma
in
Management
BY
EXTERNAL STUDY
1979 INTAKE

Early applications for the limited number of
external places available for 1979 in the
C.I.A.E. Graduate Diploma in Management
are invited from graduates and members of
recognised professional organisations.

Students may choose from the streams:
Financial Management
General Management
Public Management

Accountants completing
the
Financial
Management stream qualify for A.A.S.A.
(Senior) status.

TO:
Kevin S. Fagg,
Department of Business,
Capricornia Institute of Advanced Education,
M.S. 76,
Rockhampton, Qld, 4700
Please forward further details concerning C.I.A.E.
Graduate Diploma in Management by External Study.
NAME: ..........................................................................
ADDRESS: ....................................................................
................................................... POSTCODE................
TELEPHONE NO. (Bus) ............... (Home)...............
(7097)
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Central Data

Get into computing the
economical, expandable way
FEATURES:
Signetics 2650 microprocessor based —

|f^§. TV

All processor signals buffered for TTL fan out of 10
Supervisor programme in 1k of PROM
730 bytes of RAM available to the user

■■

2 V

..

■ .

.
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Provision for 3k of additional PROM on the board
Cassette Interface on the board using 1200/2400 Hz
Kansas City standard
Composite Video output with 16 lines of 80 characters
display format
Two parallel input ports, and one bit selectable output
port

%

.

*

Central Data dynamic RAM boards are available
with 16k, 24k, or 32k bytes of memory.
Central Data software includes an Assembler/Editor
and an 8k BASIC tape. A Debugger, 12k BASIC and
Assembly Language Package is coming soon.

The Central Data System Board CDYSBDA facilitates the writing
of programmes in Hexademical with only the addition of a TV
monitor, ASCII Keyboard and power supply.
The System Board can be expanded by connecting the S-100 Board
CDS100BDA. This allows you to plug in any S-100 static memory
board with an access time of less than 500ns or the Central Data
dynamic RAM boards CDXXKBDA.

Other hardware now available and on the way
includes Central Data Computer Mainframe with
Power Supply, ASCII keyboard with solid-state
low-profile keyswitches and +5 volt operation
and Floppy Disc controller with one, two or
three drives.

For general and specific information:
TECNICO ELECTRONICS

Premier Street, Marrickville,
N.S.W. 2204. Tel. 55 0411.
2 High Street, Northcote,
Vic. 3070. Tel. 489 9322.
TCD

System/3 8’s hardware and programming innovations
expand and speed the flow of information while enabling
many functions associated with large computers to be
combined in a compact system.
System/38 also offers improved price performance
with new semi-conductor technologies. The system
introduces a dense random access memory chip storing
32,000 bits of information, used in combination with IBM’s
recently announced 64,000 and 18,000 bit chips, and a new
logic chip with up to 704 circuits.
Compared with System/3, the new system’s processor
logic and random access memory chips have up to 28 and
32 times the circuits and storage cells, respectively.
Because System/38 offers advanced functions that are
easy to use, it is practical for both experienced and
first-time computer users.
The new system combines large system functions,
including data base, virtual storage, online programmer
services and up to 40 directly attached workstations.
KEEPING THE COMPANY'S MEMORY SECURE
Designers of Chubb’s computer data protection
cabinets have devised double compartment storage
specifically engineered to keep temperatures within the
cabinet below the critical level.

be virtually custom-detailed to suit particular requirements.
More modest needs are also catered for by microfilm
containers, insert drawers and trays designed to go inside a
parent Chubb Record Protection File or Cabinet.
Human interference poses almost as great a risk as fire
to the EDP centre, where it may take the form of malicious
sabotage, accidental or mischievous tampering.
Because of the high concentration of costly
sophisticated equipment in the data centre, the area must
be kept out of bounds except to authorised staff members.
A system which is designed to fulfill these tight
security specifications is the MAC 530 installed by Chubb’s.
This is an electronic card access sytem which gives
centralised on-line control for up to 20,000 people - each
person’s card individually programmed into the controller’s
memory.
It can provide access for up to 256 entrances at
widely separated locations, including roller shutter vehicle
doors or vehicle boom gates.
But perhaps its most important quality is that it can
be utilised over 127 different time intervals.
By contrast with the lock and key system of entry,
where keys may be duplicated; Mr David McLaren, National
Sales Manager of Chubb’s Integrated Systems Division says
of the MAC 530: “It is virtually impossible to duplicate the
card.
“If a card is lost or stolen, or if an employee leaves
the company the card’s code is simply voided from the
system, allowing it to operate without interruption.”
A feature exclusive to the MAC system is the ability

uamk

Telecommunications
Specialists
kl.lm

Designers of Chubb’s Data Security Cabinets like this one
(designated DSC 1) have devised double compartment storage
specifically engineered to keep temperatures within the cabinet
below the critical level.

Humidity is as damaging as heat to data software;
therefore the outer cabinet designed to protect paper
records contains a specially insulated inner compartment
with an hermetically sealed door to prevent the entry of
steam and moisture into the tape storage area.
Single door, double door and double depth cabinets
are available with 72, 96 and 144 tape capacity. Optional
fittings such as storage trays and drawers allow cabinets to
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

ACI Computer Services operates an
Australia-wide telecommunications network
from its data processing centre in Melbourne.
Due to internal promotions, we require two
additional telecommunications specialists to
join our Network Engineering Team based at
Clayton, Victoria.
The people we are seeking should have wide
maintenance experience in at least two of the
following areas:a. Telecom or OTC data services;
b. Basic data transmission protocols;
c. Modems;
d. Time Division Multiplexors;
e. TTY compatible or computer terminal
equipment;
f. Mainframe or Mini Computers;
Applicants should be prepared to undertake
short duration interstate travel when required.
An attractive salary will be negotiated
according to qualifications and experience, and
the appointees would be eligible for
membership of the ACI Staff Superannuation
Fund after a qualifying period.

ACI
COMPUTER SERVICES
Telephone enquiries to:
Mr. Peter Plumridge,
Supervisor, Network Engineering,
ACI Computer Services, P.O. Box 42,
Clayton, 3168. Tele. (03) 544 8433.
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to unlock and lock doors automatically at certain times. It
may, for example, unlock the front door to a building just
before office hours, then automatically lock it and change
to card entry when office hours cease.
It can also be equipped with a wide variety of
options, including monitoring the use of office equipment
such as copiers.
Contact Condition monitors can also be linked to the
system to provide an on-line capability for fire and smoke
detection, door and window alarm switches, high pressure
warnings, power failure warnings, equipment overload
indicators.
COMPUTER GROUP BACKS DP JOBS FOR DISABLED

and in Melbourne, is a leading data preparation and
contract processing bureau. It is also a Nadow associate and
a member of the Nadow Computer Training Scheme
(NCTS).
“Nadow is not just another charity”, Mr Rosengreen
said.
“It gives disabled people a chance to help themselves.
Money given to Nadow is not given to the disabled. It is
given to train them.
“It helps them to live normal, productive lives.”
Miss Lewis, 18, a brown-eyed brunette, is a
receptionist at CCC’s head office in Parramatta.

The computer industry has an obligation to train the
physically disabled in skills which will allow them to be
productive contributors to the community’s prosperity, Mr
R.D. Rosengreen, managing director of Commercial
Computer Centre Pty Ltd, said in Sydney.

SOCIAL SECURITY USING FAST FICHE DUPLICATOR

He was commenting on the election of one of CCC’s
employees, Miss Janine Lewis, as Miss Nadow 1978.
The Miss Nadow quest, organised by the National
Association for the training of the Disabled in Office Work,
is staged annually to raise funds for and to increase
awareness of the ability of many disabled people to be
trained for office work.
CCC, which has its headquarters in Parramatta and
offices in the city of Sydney, at Redfern, at St Leonards

The South Australian bureau of the Department of
Social Security will speed distribution of microform records
with the latest US-developed fast fiche-to-fiche duplicator.

The high speed automated machine purchased from
Plessey Communication Systems is identical with two being
used for duplicating microfiche by the British police centre,
Scotland Yard.
The Photomatrix Series 800 is capable of making 800
duplicates an hour from multiple master fiche or 1200 from
one master.
The Plessey duplicator was chosen after Australian
Government micrographics experts had compared the
Photomatrix with other duplicators.
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Data Analysis for Database Design
By R. A.Davenport**
The primary purpose of data analysis is to determine the fundamental nature of an
organisations data resources and to organise and document all relevant facts concerning this data. This
paper describes a methodology for data analysis which has been applied in a number of actual
situations and has been found to provide a very effective means of communication with users and a
sound basis for the subsequent database design. The methodology employed is based on representing
the environment in terms of entities and their attributes and relationships. The methodology when
used in preparation for database design, involves two distinct phases - entity analysis and functional
analysis. The inherent nature of the environment and its representation in the form of data, is analysed
distinctly (although not independently) from an analysis of the business activities and the ways in
which data is employed.
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: data analysis, data resource, data model, database design, entity
analysis, entity model, functional analysis.
CR CATEGORIES: 3.: l, 4.33, 4.34

INTRODUCTION
As an increasing number of organisations implement
systems employing database technology, a new attitude has
been developing towards data processing. This new attitude
has been termed the database approach. Database
technology, Martin (1975), Palmer (1975), Date (1977),
permits the data resources to be separated from the
computer programs. In effect, the technology permits a
separation of data from function. As a result, it has been
predicted Nolan (1977), that organisation structure and
control will shift to facilitate the management of the
technology. Attention will shift to the management of the
organisation’s data resources rather than to the
management of the computer. There will be recognition
and management of the data resources function in a manner
similar to the recognition of the manufacturing, marketing
and finance functions at the present time.
The literature of systems analysis and design, with the
odd notable exception, Waters (1974), has tended to
emphasise, during the systems analysis phase, the
‘processing’; with the database approach the emphasis
changes towards ‘data’ on which the application systems are
based. Previously data structures have been designed for
particular applications, ‘application dedicated files’; the
database approach is centred around the ‘shared data
resource’ with data structured independently of individual
application requirements.
A fundamental part of the database approach is data
analysis, which is concerned with identifying the data
resources of an organisation. Although methodologies for
data analysis have stemmed from the need for a new
approach to systems design in a database environment,
experience has shown that the concept of data analysis has
a wider applicability, whether or not database software is
involved. The approach to data analysis, the time scale and
the emphasis put on the various tasks that need to be done,
depend very much on the objectives of the project. Data
analysis has been used to:
“Copyright © 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
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1. Determine the fundamental data resources of an
organisation.
Data analysis provides a disciplined approach towards
cataloguing the existing data in terms of the entities and
relationships it represents. Without such an understanding
of that part of the organisation being analysed, it is more
difficult to establish whether and where a database could be
effectively installed. Data analysis provides a very effective
means of communicating with non-data processing users as
it deals only with things that the users are familiar with and
not with objects such as files and records.
2. Permit the design of flexible file structures
capable of supporting a number of related applications.
Whenever data is to be shared between applications it
is essential to analyse the inherent structure of that data
independently from the details of the applications. This
applies whether the shared data environment will be
implemented using a database or a number of conventional
files.
3. Aid application development or conversion by
providing a fundamental understanding of the data
involved.
Sound design of transactions and of program
structure depends very much on the structure of the data to
be processed. When converting from one data organisation
to another (such as from conventional files to a database)
both the source data structure and the target data structure
can usefully be represented as entity models. The
comparison of the two models indicates the simplest
possible conversion process.
4. Form a basis for data control, security and
auditing systems.
Unless the fundamental nature of the data is known,
such that all interactions and redundancies can be
documented, any control systems implemented are likely to
be inadequate.
5. Organise all relevant facts concerning the
organisation’s data.
Data analysis is very much a documentation exercise
and as such it may well be supported by the use of a data
dictionary, Lefkovits (1977), BCS (1977), Canning (1978).
6. Aid the unification of an organisation by
indicating the commonality between its divisions.
If data analysis is undertaken independently in each
8. Manuscript received 17th November 1977 and in revised form 12th
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of the divisions of an organisation the resulting entity
models can be compared to indicate the common entities
and relationships and the areas where differences between
the divisions need to be reconciled. As a result,
inconsistency in the way the same events and facts are
described in different parts of the organisation can be
avoided.
7. To provide a basis for evaluating the structuring
capability of competing database management systems.
The organisation’s entity model serves as a point of
reference against which a logical database structure for each
of the database management systems can'be designed. The
relative ease of mapping from the entity model to the
database management system supported structure, provides
a good measure of its flexibility and its suitability to handle
the organisation’s data.
The primary interest in data analysis tends to be as
providing a sound basis for database design. This paper
describes a methodology for data analysis which has been
applied in a number of existing organisations, Palmer
(1978a). The methodology is illustrated by means of a case
study which, although simplified, is based on an actual
situation.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis is regarded as consisting of two
dependent projects — entity analysis and functional
analysis. (Figure 1).
Entity Analysis provides a means of understanding
and documenting a complex environment in terms of its
entities and their attributes and relationships. The emphasis
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Figure 1 Analysis and Design
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is on the things which make up the environment, rather
than in the details of how these things, are used. These
things or objects and concepts of the real world are not
dealt with directly; instead user level “name structures”,
Senko (1976) that are designed to stand for them are
operated upon. This user level has been referred to by
Stamper (1977) as the discourse system and by Langefors
and Sundgren (1975) as the infological level.
Functional Analysis is concerned with an
understanding and documentation of the basic business
activities with which the organisation is concerned.
Typically, there is a hierarchy of functions but the basic
activities at the foot of the hierarchy are triggered by events
occurring in the organisation and are supported by
transactions in the data processing system. The entities and
relationships involved in each fundamental function can
usefully be represented as functional entity models. These
in turn can be mapped to subschemas and will determine
program structure.
ENTITIES, ATTRIBUTES AND RELATIONSHIPS
Three major data models (where ‘data model’ is used
in the terms outlined by Sibley and Fry [1976] ) have been
proposed in recent years: the network model, Bachman
(1969), the relational model, Codd (1970) and the entity
set model, Senko et al (1973). These models have their own
strengths and weaknesses. The network model, which is
typically represented diagrammatically by means of a data
structure diagram, provides a more natural view of data by
separating entities and relationships (to a certain extent)
but its capability to achieve data independence has been
challenged, Codd and Date (1974). The relational model is
based on relational theory and can achieve a high degree of
data independence, but it may lose some important
semantic information about the real world, Schmid and
Swenson (1975). Also, as pointed out by Hall, Owlett and
Todd (1976), the relational model cannot denote an
individual object independently of its attributes. The entity
set model, which is based on set theory, also achieves a high
degree of data independence but as Chen (1976) points out,
its viewing of values such as ‘3’ or ‘red’ may not be natural
to some people. A number of conferences recently, in
particular Nijssen (1976), have been devoted to exploration
of other forms of data models.
Recently
Chen
(1976)
introduced
the
entity-relationship model, which is a simple extension to
the data structure diagram. It is simple and easy to
conceptualise and claimed to be semantically richer than
the relational and the entity set model. The
entity-relationship model represents a view by means of
entities, relationships and the attributes of each of them.
However, it does not allow the representation of
relationships between two relationships or between an
entity and a relationship.
The data analysis methodology described here relies
on a description of an organisation in terms of its types of
entities, the types of relationships between them and the
types of attributes which describe each entity. The data is
represented in a form similar to the entity-relationship
model of Chen, which in turn is an extension to the data
structure diagram of Bachman. The concepts can be defined
as follows:
1. An entity is a fundamental thing of interest to an
organisation.
An entity may be a person, place, thing, concept or
123
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event, that is real or abstract, ANSI (1975). There is a
distinction between entity type and entity occurrence.
‘Customer’ is the name of an entity type while a particular
occurrence of a customer, e.g., named ‘Smith’, is an entity.
2. An attribute is a descriptive value or property
associated with an individual entity.
One type of attribute may describe entities of more
than one type. One descriptive value or attribute
occurrence can be associated with only one entity
occurrence. An entity can exist in its own right without
having any attributes defined for it. Examples of attributes
of a customer entity are name, address, credit rating, etc.
Attributes (or properties) can be classified by one or more
roles, Bachman (1974). An attribute can: a) describe an
entity, b) uniquely identify an entity, c) be used to
represent relationships or connections between entities in
the real world, d) have a value which is derived from other
entity attributes and e) be used to supply information
necessary to operate in a specific system environment.
3. A relationship is an association between two or
more entities.
Different relationship occurrences of the same type
may involve differing numbers of entities. All relationships
of the one type are. associations between entities of the
same one or two types, or, in other words, describes how
entities are logically connected. For example, when one
says that a person called J. Smith ‘lives in’ some house
called 10 Pine Avenue, ‘lives in’ is a relationship between
person and house.
THE ENTITY MODEL
In the methodology described in this paper, each
element in the environment must be classified as either an
entity, an attribute or a relationship as far as the entity
model is concerned. No element may be classified in more
than one way, such that at times almost arbitrary decisions
must be made as to the most convenient way of
representing certain aspects of the environment.
Unlike
other methodologies, such as the
entity-relationship model of Chen (1976) and the ENALIM
model of Nijssen (1977b), it has been found convenient to
introduce the restriction that only entities and not
relationships may have attributes. Hence anything which
may have descriptive values must be treated as an entity.
Allowing the additional choice of it being treated as a
relationship, adds even greater arbitrariness into the entity
analysis process, increasing the number of iterations needed
before an acceptable entity model is attained. Similarly,
relationships may only exist between entities and are
restricted to associations of entities of not more than two
types. Of course, all attributes of an entity are related by
virtue of the fact that they describe that entity, but
relationships are not defined between attributes.
Entity analysis can result in the recognition and
definition of many hundreds of types of entities and
relationships. This complexity is best represented
diagrammatically, Vincent (1977). The convention used for
representing entity models are an evolution of the Bachman
diagrams or data structure diagrams originally introduced
by C.W. Bachman (1969), for expressing the structure of a
network database. Two graphical symbols are employed: a
box to represent an entity type and a line to represent a
relationship type.
An arrow is added to the end of the line to indicate
that more than one entity of the type named in the box
124
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may participate in an occurrence of the relationship. This
is, of course, the degree of the relationship. Relationship
types of degree many-to-many are represented by two
arrows whereas relationship types of degree one-to-one
need no arrows. Examples are shown in Figure 2.
The relationship ‘married to’ involves one husband
and one wife. The degree of the relationship is one-to-one.
The relationship between a father and his children, while
involving only one father, may involve several children.
Many employees can work on the one project, while one
employee can work on many projects. The degree of the
relationship is many-to-many. Often there is some useful
information associated with a many-to-many relationship
other than its existence. However, since there is the
restriction that relationships cannot have attributes, it is
necessary to introduce a new entity type to contain the
attributes. In the example of employees and projects, one
may wish to record ‘time on project’ so a new entity type
‘activity’ is introduced. Instead of a many-to-many
relationship between employee and project, there is now a
one-to-many relationship between employee and activity
and a one-to-many relationship between project and
activity.
The majority of the relationships involve entities of
two types. However, it has been found that most entity
models do also include relationships between entities of
only one type. This is the so-called involuted structure, a
concept which is not supported directly in pure Bachman
diagram (nor is the concept of many-to-many relationship
directly supported). In an alternative methodology,
Bachman (1977), this may be handled by introducing the
concept of the role of the entity, which differs depending
on whether it participates in the relationship as its owner or

EMPLOYEE
TJSUPERVISES

Figure 3 Involuted Relationships
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as a member. But if an entity is to take a particular role this
must depend on the existence of other entities taking
another role. This constraint is best embodied in the
association or relationship between the entities. For
example, Figure 3, an employee entity cannot take a
supervisor role unless it is related to employee entities
taking the supervisee role.
A significant difficulty in defining relationships and
representing them in the entity model, is determining which
relationships are directly significant and which are
redundant. This can be done only with a detailed
understanding of the environment as there are no
mathematical rules that can be applied but merely patterns
in the entity model which prompt further investigation. For
example, in Figure 4 the relationship ac appears to be the
sum of the relationships ab and be, but it is not necessarily
redundant. A ‘receives’ relationship is likely to be as
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

redundant as normally a delivery is not made to a customer
location unless an order is placed, such that all the delivery
entities in a ‘receives’ relationship are associated with the
same customer location by way of the combination of the
‘supplied-as’ and ‘places’ relationships. The same questions
arise with Figure 5. But in this case the ‘available-with’
relationship associates all permissible combinations of
products and packages such that those related by way oforder lines must be a subset of these combinations. To
determine the existence of relationships, the following
procedure can be employed:
1. Take each attribute type and determine which
entity type it describes, whether it could describe any other
entity type and are these entity types related.
2. Take each entity type and pair it with another
and determine if a meaningful question can be asked.
3. Finally determine if the relationship is relevant.
No less difficult is the decision concerning each
element, as to whether it should be treated as an attribute
type of an entity type or as a second entity type related to
the first. As a guideline it has been found that an attribute
of an entity-1 is best treated instead as entity-2 related to
entity-1 if:
1.
The attribute itself is found to have further relevant
attributes.
2.
The resulting entity-2 is itself of significance to the
organisation.
3.
The attribute in fact identifies entity-2.
4.
Entity-2 could be related to several occurrences of
entity-1.
5.
Entity-2 is seen to be related to entity types other
than entity-1.
Thus in Figure 6, ‘customer locatiorf is seen not to be
an attribute of ‘customer’ as a customer may have several
locations and as each location has its own attributes, such
as postal code.
During the entity modelling phase the most
significant entity types and relationship types are defined.
But inevitably a model will be extended or modified during
the detailed analysis phase as a result of re-examining the
125
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CUSTOMER
-
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Post Code 1
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Postal Code IN
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Time dependent aspects
Its use as an entity identifier
The degree of the relationship has already been
discussed. Examples of the other properties follow:—
1.

2.

CUSTOMER
- Number

Fully optional

Entities of either of the related types may exist
without participating in a relationship. In Figure 7 for
example a ‘house’ need not participate in the ‘occupied’
relationship because it is empty and similarly a ‘person’
need not participate in an ‘occupied by’ relationship
because he has nowhere to live. This property is indicated
in the entity model by the use of a dashed line.
Contingent

The existence of an entity of one type is contingent
on the prior existence of an entity of the related type. In
other words, all entities from one type (but not both types)
must participate in some occurrence of the relationship
type. An example where all entities must own a relationship
is that of the relationship ‘made from’ where each
‘assembly’ entity must be related to one or more ‘parts’
entities. An example where all entities must be members of
the relationship is the ‘ordered by’ relationship where each
‘order line’ entity must be related to some ‘product’ entity.
The relationship is drawn with dashes against the entity
type which is optional and solid adjacent to the entity type
which must participate. (Figure 7).

- Name
3.

- Balance

Mandatory

For entities of either type to exist they must
FULLY OPTIONAL

Occupied-by
Person

House

LOCATION
Contingent

- Postal code
- Address
Assembly

Made-front

Figure 6 Replacing Attributes by Relationships

attributes. The difficulties of establishing the entity types
and the relationship types during the analysis phase have
been very well discussed by Kent (1976, 1977).

Ondered-as
Product

Order

PROPERTIES OF RELATIONSHIPS

It has been found that in understanding and
documenting an environment leading to database design
and the better control of the data resource, the relationship
types are no less important than the entity types. As a
result each relationship type is named, carefully defined,
and a variety of its properties analysed. These include:
The degree of the relationship
Its optionality
Its exclusivity
Whether it is included in some other relationships
Properties of sequence
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participate in some occurrences of the relationship type.
For example, an order is meaningless unless it consists of at
least one order line and conversely every order line must be
part of an order. This is indicated in the entity model by a
single solid line.
The optionality property is important when it comes
to maintaining control over the consistency of the contents
of the database. The simple conventions described have
been found to be a very powerful method of summarising
some of the complexities of the environment.
Similar constraints in the environment are categorised
by means of exclusivity between relationships. That is to
say an entity occurrence may participate in one, but in not
more than one, of a number of exclusive relationships. For
example, in Figure 8, a store room is used for either storing
raw materials or for storing finished goods, but never for
both.
Of less significance but still useful in expressing some
complexities of the environment is die inclusive
relationship. In this case, an entity can participate in a
relationship of one type only if it also participates in a
relationship of a second type. The second relationship is
said to include the first. The entities participating in the
second must be a subset of those participating in the first.
For example, Figure 9 indicates that a person may drive
several vehicles and he may also own several vehicles, but

although he may be entitled to drive vehicles he does not
own, he is entitled to drive every vehicle which he does
own.
Occasionally, a relationship can be more than merely
an association between entities but imply an ordered
sequence of these entities or at least the member entities of
the relationships. For example, in Figure 10 each activity
for which the shipment is used is related to another activity
by virtue of the fact that it precedes it by a time sequence.
This is best represented using the ‘S’ symbol on the ‘is used
for’ relationship rather than by introducing an involuted
one-to-one relationship. In practice, most relationships of
this type are sequenced on time. This must not be confused
with some logical sequence based on an entity identifier for
the convenience of a data processing system.
There is another aspect of time which causes practical
difficulties during the entity modelling phase. The degree of
a relationship depends on whether the environment is
viewed as at an instant in time or whether the entity model
reflects the dynamic nature of the environment. For
example, in most organisations the degree of the
relationship between the employee and the position he
holds is one-to-one at any instant in time but if the career
of the employee is considered over a longer period the
degree of the relationship becomes one-to-many. Other
examples in Figure 11 are taken from the steel industry
where the combinations of moulds and plates used together
vary from time to time, and from the consultancy business
where in the short term the consultant works on one
project and over a period on several. The data analyst must
take care that the entity model reflects either a short term
view or a long term view and not a mixture of the two.
Bubenko (1977) and Grindley (1975) have proposed
different approaches for dealing with the problem of time.

SHIP

IS-USED-FOR

IS-USED-FOR

DRIVES

•ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

VEHICLE
NEXT
Figure 9 Inclusive Relationships
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Figure 10 Sequenced Relationships
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Bubenko has analysed how time is treated in different
approaches to data modelling.
The final property of relationships is their use in
uniquely identifying* entities. The methodology permits the
identification of entities in three ways: (Figure 12).
1. By one or more attributes.
The simplest case is where each occurrence of the
attribute has a unique value which is used to identify the
entity. Combinations of attributes may also be used, such
as when employees are identified by their name, together
with the date they joined the company. It may be useful to
include the names of the identifying attributes in the entity
type boxes on the entity model if it does not lead to
excessive congestion.
2. By the combination of a relationship with one or
more attributes.
The members of the relationship are often uniquely
identified within that relationship by the values of the
attribute type, but for uniqueness within the system the
owner of the relationship needs also to be known. In effect,
it is the relationship occurrence as identified by its owner,
which is contributing to the unique identification of its
members. As shown in Figure 12, this is indicated on the
entity model by a stroke across the relationship line.
3. By two or more relationships.
In this case, the entity is identified only by the
relationship in which it participates. In effect, it is the
owners of the relationships which determine the existence
of the entity.
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Figure 12 Identification of Entities

There remains one difficulty frequently encountered
during entity analysis which cannot adequately be handled
by relationships. This is the problem which arises when
different functions wish to use clearly identifiable subsets
of the total population of an entity type. The question then
arises as to whether the entity type, as defined, is taking
too global a view and is better considered as being several
entity types. In general it may be preferable to treat entities
as being of different types if they have either:
1.
significant differences in their attributes; or
2.
different means of identification; or
3.
participation in different types of relationships.
One alternative method of dealing with the above
problem which has been suggested by Palmer (1978b) is the
concept of the entity subtypes which permits the entity
model to express both viewpoints. An entity subtype is a
classification of an entity type where the value of a classical
attribute is used to determine the subtype of an entity
occurrence. Entity types may be classified in more than one
way, such that there may be more than one group of
subtypes and so more than one classifying attribute. An
entity subtype may itself be classified so that a
classification hierarchy of subtypes may be defined as
shown in Figure 13.
Another alternative is the role model approach of
Bachman (1977). The role model would treat Applicant,
Manager, Worker and Pensioner as roles of the entity type
Person. The subtype concept appears to be complementary
to the ideas incorporated in the role model. In particular it
permits a hierarchial classification of an entity type into
entity subtypes, some of which, but not all of which, may
be represented as role types of the entity type. The
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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MANAGER

for communication purposes and as a convenient summary
of the complex interactions in the organisation. Not all the
conventions need to be included on all versions of the
entity model. For example, in discussing their environment
with the users it may be necessary to keep the model as
simple as possible. The global entity model maintained by
the data administrator, Palmer (1975), and reflecting the
full complexities of the organisation does need to contain
all the properties of entity types and relationship types as
previously described.

PENSIONER

ENTITY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

WORKER

Entity analysis can itself be a major project involving
a team of several analysts and users and requiring several
months to cover merely part of an organisation. In fact,
entity analysis can best be regarded as an on-going activity
since even when all parts of the organisation have been
analysed, they continue to change and these changes need
to be reflected in the entity model. Entity analysis can be
divided into the following phases.

Figure 13 Hierarchy of Entity Sub-Types

generalisation of the database abstraction methodology,
Smith and Smith (1977) is similar to the subtype concept.
Where different entity subtypes participate in
different relationship types it is possible to depict the
situation in the entity model. With two level classifications
it is convenient to use entity subtype boxes drawn within a
larger entity type box. For example, in Figure 14 where
manager, permanent staff and temporary staff are all
subtypes of employee, all employees are assigned to a
department but only temporary staff are hired from an
agency, and whereas permanent staff must be members of a
union, this is optional for managers.
These various conventions, as described, have been
found useful for extending the value of the entity model

1.

Preliminary

It is essential to define the objectives and purpose of
entity analysis and the area of data to be analysed. The data
area can best be chosen by identifying each of the main
areas that the system is to handle, either now or in the
foreseeable future. The data area can best be specified in
terms of data subjects or global entities, although its precise
boundaries are certain to be vague at this stage and will be
clarified as the analysis proceeds. Examples of data areas

ASSIGNED

EMPLOYEE

MANAGER

PERMANENT
STAFF

UNION

TEMPORARY
STAFF

AGENCY

Figure 14 Entity Sub-Types in the Entity Model
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would be order processing, inventory control, customer
accounting, etc. It will obviously be necessary to clarify
within each area the terminology employed by users. The
choice of areas for entity analysis will depend upon a
number of factors. Some of the factors concerning the
choice of area are:
(a) Small enough to be manageable
(b) Not so complex that an overview cannot be obtained
(c) Clear cut with definable boundaries
(d) Discrete with a minimum of interaction with other
areas
(e) Required for applications that are to be implemented.
Regarding the last factor, it must be stressed that if
the data area is defined in terms of applications or
functions in the organisation, the resulting entity model
will be biased towards them, rather than providing an
inherent or independent viewpoint.
2.

Entity Modelling

During this phase the entity types and the types of
relationships between them are defined. They are
immediately represented diagrammatically in an entity
model, as this provides a means of understanding a complex
environment and forms a basis for communication between
analysts and users. The entity model is similar to the
conceptual model of ANSI/SPARC, ANSI (1975), but it is
meant to model all the data held by the organisation not
just that data in the database. Many versions of the entity
model are issued as new types of entities and relationships
are added and as all viewpoints are gradually incorporated.
The only types of attributes considered at this stage are
those needed to uniquely identify one entity occurrence
from another as each entity must be uniquely identifiable
as demonstrated by Grindley (1975) and Engles (1972).
3.

Detailed Entity Analysis

The relevant attributes are recorded and defined for
each entity type. This may lead to identification of new
entity types or to the sub-divisions of existing ones. It also
enables the boundaries of the data area to be defined more
precisely. Once the entity model is reasonably complete,
explicit checks need to be made to detect redundant
relationships which unnecessarily increase its complexity.
Similarly the rules of normalisation from relational theory,
Codd (1971), are applied to the attributes of each entity
type, in order to detect any hidden relationships and to
ensure that the entity model represents the most
fundamental
understanding
of the
environment.
Normalisation requires three actions to be performed on
the attributes of an entity type. First, repeating groups are
resumed. Next, attributes are removed which are dependent
on only some of the identifying attributes. Finally, any
attributes are removed which are not directly dependent
upon the identifying attributes. This results in all attributes
being in third normal form. If ‘man’ had been identified as
one of the entity types of interest and address was
identified as one of the attributes of man, the normalisation
process may show (depending upon the particular
environment) that there are relationships ‘hidden’ inside the
entity type, i.e. several men may reside at the same address
or a man may have several addresses. Normalisation would
have then produced a new entity type ‘property’.
Normalisation ensures that each attribute type has only a
single value for each occurrence of the entity type
concerned, i.e., that repeating groups of attribute types are
130

shown as entity types in their own right. Also, it ensures
that the value of each attribute is really independent. This
means that the value is not affected by any change in
relationship between the entity concerned and any other
entity.
4.

Integration of data areas

As the entity analysis project proceeds, a number of
data areas will be analysed. An entity model will be
produced for each data area analysed and these individual
entity models need to be merged together to produce an
integrated entity model which will satisfy all data areas.
This integration phase initially involves some editing to
inconsistencies.
Inconsistencies may arise
remove
concerning the type of attributes, entities or relationships.
These inconsistencies may be in the form of one name
referring to different components (homonyms) or different
names referring to the same components (synonyms). The
stages followed in integration (two areas at a time) are the
following:
a) Identify any synonyms or homonyms in the
different data areas. If a data dictionary is being employed,
this task will be considerably eased. However, if only a
clerical system of documentation is available, the task will
have to be performed by inspection. Components which
have homonyms will have to be renamed. Components
which are synonyms will have to be referred to by a single
name.
b) Entity models for the two data areas are
integrated by super-imposing the identical or similar entity
types in the different entity models. This may increase the
total number of attribute types in the entity type which is
the result of superimposing, as identical entity types in each
data model have been concerned with different subsets of
the total group of properties. When integration takes place,
it may be advisable when superimposing the entity types to
define entity subtypes of the final entity type. An
individual subtype would satisfy the requirements of an
individual data area. There may of course already be
subtypes identified. Therefore integration may increase the
number of levels of the classification hierarchy.
c) As a result of the integration, the composite
entity model may contain redundant relationships, i.e., a
particular relationship is a composition of two others. This
redundant relationship may be eliminated. However, as has
been discussed, determining which relationships are directly
significant and which are redundant can present difficulties
which can only be solved by an understanding of the
environment.
5.

Consistency with functional analysis

The functional entity models, representing each of
the business activities analysed must be checked against the
global entity model representing the organisation as a
whole. Inevitably, certain aspects of the environment are
detected during functional analysis which have been missed
during entity analysis; in particular, certain attributes of
entities which are relevant only in the context of the
particular function. This phase ensures that the views of the
data analysts and the function analysts are consistent and
that the entity model does support all the application
requirements.
ENTITY ANALYSIS CASE STUDY

As an example of the application of entity analysis, a
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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Figure 15 Order Processing Entity Model

brief description of an area of data follows. The area of
data to be considered is that of a typical order processing
environment. The company possesses a number of goods
which may be sold in a bulk or packaged form. Stocks of
these goods are stored in 12 depots. All depots can supply
packaged goods but only two can supply goods in bulk. The
company supplies some 40,000 customers, which vary from
small retail outlets to large nationwide corporations. Hence,
a given customer may have many points to which goods are
delivered. However, a delivery point is always supplied from
the same depots; one for goods in bulk and one for
packaged goods. In certain cases a delivery point may be
supplied with both bulk and packaged goods by the same
depot. Orders are placed by customers, each for delivery
from a depot to a specific point. An order may contain
several lines each for a different type of packaged goods or
goods in bulk. Where part of an order cannot be supplied, it
is split, a back order being created which is processed as
soon as the stock becomes available. An entry is created in
the sales ledger, debited against the appropriate customer
for each order supplied. Entries in the ledger are created
whenever payments are received and credited to a
customer.
The entity types and relationship types, apparent
from the above description, are represented in the form of
an entity model, Figure 15, using the conventions
previously described. Note that ‘filled order’ and ‘back
order’ are entity subtypes of the entity type ‘order’ and
‘credit entry’ and ‘debit entry’ are entity subtypes of the
entity type ‘ledger entry’. For reasons of simplicity the
entity subtypes have not been included in the entity model.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

A second area of data is identified as being concerned
with manufacturing. The company manufactures some
3000 products each of which may be sold in bulk or a
packaged form. Most products are available in a variety of
packages (e.g. one litre cans, five litre bottles, etc.). Stocks
of these products, either in bulk or packaged, are stored in
12 depots, two of which also stock raw materials as they
supply manufacturing plants on the same site. Each product
is made from a variety of raw materials and then packaged.
The term goods is used to refer to a particular
product-package combination. The entity types and
relationship types apparent from the above description are
represented in another entity model, Figure 16.
The two entity models are integrated to produce a
composite entity model, Figure 17, by superimposing the
entity types depot, goods and stock. Note that the
relationship raw materials-stock is not redundant because of
the exclusivity between it and the relationship goods-stock.
RAW
DEPOT

STOCK

MATERIALS

GOODS

$

PRODUCT

PACKAGE

Figure 16 Manufacturing Entity Model
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Closely connected with entity analysis is functional
analysis, which is concerned with an understanding and
documentation of the basic business activities with which
the organisation is concerned. Functional analysis has the
following objectives.
1. To determine how entities are used so as to
increase understanding of the entity model.
Functional analysis may reveal attribute types of
entity types which had not been detected during entity
analysis. Similarly, relationships between entity types
which had not been considered meaningful may be found
to be required by certain functions. As a result the original
entity model may be modified.
2. To provide a firm basis for transaction design.
The basic functions identified in functional analysis
would be expected to be translated into transaction types
in the data processing system.
3. To gather estimates of data usage for database
design.
The most heavily utilised access paths are identified.
This provides a basis for determining which access paths
should be made most efficient.
Functional analysis can be divided into the following
phases.
1. Preliminary.
As for data analysis, the objectives need to be defined
as well as the application area to be analysed. The
application area may coincide with a data area examined in
data analysis or it may cross several data areas.
2. Develop a Framework.
This phase identifies the events and the functions.
Typically, there is a hierarchy of functions but the basic
activities at the foot of the hierarchy are initiated by events
occurring in the organisation. An event (referred to by
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Grindley [1975] as a trigger), can be defined to be a
stimulus to the organisation and functions can be defined
to be the tasks that must be carried out as a direct result of
an event, e.g., ‘an order is placed’ is an event while ‘record
the order’, ‘schedule production’ and ‘produce the invoice’
are functions. Each event should be described and the
functions carried out as a direct result of the event
identified. Each function should be described in enough
detail to allow the next phase to be carried out.
3. Access Path Analysis.
From the description of the function it is possible to
determine the entities and attributes involved in each
function and the relationships used to perform the
processing. This allows a functional entity model to be
created.
A functional entity model summarises
diagrammatically the entity types and relationship types
used by the function. The functional entity model is similar
to the external model of ANSI/SPARC, ANSI (1975). An
external model, Date (1977), is the information content of
the database as it is viewed by some particular user. In this
case, the user is a function. The functional entity model
will be a subset of the total entity model. The access path
for the function shows how, and the order in which the
function uses the entity types and relationships. This
provides a firm basis for database design. Access path
analysis for each function follows the following stages:
a) From the function description list the entity
types used in the order in which they are assessed.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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Figure 18 Usage of Relationships

b) Record the selection criteria for each entity type,
i.e., is a particular occurrence of an entity type selected by
means of relationships or by the value of an attribute.
c) Record whether each occurrence of each entity
type accessed is retrieved, modified, created or deleted.
d) Similarly record whether the relationships used
are created, connected, disconnected or transferred.
Examples of each such relationship possibility are shown in
Figure 18. With creation all entities participating in the
relationship are stored for the first time. With connection,
the relationship exists but a new entity participates in the
relationship. Disconnection occurs when an entity ceases to
participate in a relationship. Transfer denotes that an entity
which is participating in one relationship changes to
participation in another relationship. As functions are
concerned with the usage of the data, it has been found
useful to depict this information in the functional entity
model. Where an occurrence of an entity type is accessed
directly by means of the value of a particular attribute
(typically referred to as a key) this is indicated by means of
a broad arrow. Where relationships are used as access paths
to access particular entities, a small triangle is used to
indicate the direction of access. Where an entity is being
stored for the first time the entity box is dashed.
(Figure 19).
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
One of the functions identified as being carried out in
the order processing area previously described, is ‘order
entry’. An order is received from a delivery point. The
depot that will make the delivery is selected depending on
whether the goods are bulk or packaged. The order is
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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Figure 19 Representation of Processing

recorded and related to the delivery point and the depot.
The goods specified in each order line are validated and the
stocks of the goods on hand are amended. Where stocks are
insufficient to meet the quantities in one or more lines on
the order, a second order, a back order, is created. The
order lines are recorded and linked to the goods and to the
order, or back order as appropriate. The entity types and
relationship types used by the functions and the way that
they are employed, as apparent from the above description,
are represented in the form of a functional entity model,
Figure 20, using the conventions previously described.
DOCUMENTATION
An essential outcome of data analysis is the
documentation for entity types, relationship types,
attribute types, functions and events. This documentation
is in addition to the entity model and functional entity
models. Where the volumes and complexity are low a
clerical system has been found to be adequate, but in the
longer term and in a dynamic environment, the use of a
good data dictionary is advisable. Regrettably few currently
available data dictionaries make the distribution between
the constructs of the entity model and those of the logical
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particular entity type is accessed, whether by the value of a
particular attribute or by means of relationships. Examples
of three forms that could be used for a clerical system of
documentation for functional analysis are shown. They
document a function, the usage of an attribute type and the
usage of an entity type in the case study.

database, nor between the functions of the organisation and
the transactions which handle them. Examples of the types
of forms that could be employed for a clerical system of
documentation for entity analysis are shown. The forms are
used to document an entity type, an attribute type and a
relationship type found in the case study. For functional
analysis, the access path is documented. In addition, while
no information concerning attributes is included in the
functional entity model, the grouping of attributes as
needed by different functions are normally shown in an
attribute usage matrix, where for each entity type the
attributes are matched against the functions which retrieve,
modify, store or delete their values. Similarly, the entity
usage matrix summarises over all functions the way a

CONCLUSION

This paper has described a methodology for data
analysis and applied it to a simple example. It has
attempted to highlight some of the questions that arise
during data analysis and some of the ways in which an
understanding of the data resource can be rationalised.
Practical difficulties met during data analysis can be
ANALYST
DATE
VERSION
STATUS

ENTITY ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
ENTITY TYPE/ENTITY SUBTYPE
NAME

Order

R. Davenport
1.8.78
1
Preliminary

SYNONYMS
DEFINITION

Request for delivery of a stated number of
different goods

IDENTIFIERS

Order Number

OCCURRENCES
Minimum SPECIAL VARIATIONS
AUTHORISED TO
CREATE
CONFIDENTIALITY

AVERAGE 240,000
per year

MAXIMUM -

Order processing
department

DELETE

GROWTH 10% per year

Order processing

COUNT

Market Research

Type 3

SUBTYPES

NAMES
Filled Order
Back Order

IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES
F
B

DEFAULT FOR ATTRIBUTE DETAILS
AVAILABILITY
TIMELINESS
STORAGE
Figure 21
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NAME

R. Davenport
1.8.78
1
Preliminary

ANALYST
DATE
VERSION
STATUS

ENTITY ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
ATTRIBUTE TYPE
Credit limit

SYNONYMS
DEFINITION

If the customer’s balance exceeds this value no further orders
will be accepted unless paid in advance
WITHIN ATTRIBUTE GROUP

Customer

ENTITY TYPES DESCRIBED
OCCURRENCES
MINIMUMAVERAGE 30,000
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT VALUES
MINIMUM AVERAGE

MAXIMUM-

GROWTH 5%

MAXIMUM -

GROWTH

SPECIAL VARIATIONS
AUTHORISED TO
CREATE Accounts Receivable MODIFY Finance Director RETRIEVE Salesman SUMMARISE
CONFIDENTIALITY
Type 2
PERMITTED VALUES
FORMAT

MEANING

RANGE
5 numeric digits

£10,000 to
£25,000
AVAILABILITY

CONSISTENCY

Online

Only for customers with over 3 previous orders
TIMELINESS

STORAGE

Updated daily

Figure 22

ENTITY ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
RELATIONSHIP TYPE
NAME

ANALYST
DATE
VERSION
STATUS

R Davenport
1.8.78
1
Preliminary

Places

SYNONYMS
DEFINITION

The customer has indicated by phone or by post that he wishes to buy
specified products

DEGREE
AN ENTITY
OF TYPE

AN ENTITY
OF TYPE
AUTHORISED TO
CONNECT

Delivery Point

Order

1
8
300

ENTITIES
OF TYPE

Order

is always
— sometimes

Minimum
Related to Average
Maximum
(70%)

1
1
1

ENTITIES
OF TYPE

Delivery
Point

is always
— sometimes

Minimum
Related to Average
Maximum
%I

TRANSFER

Prohitibited

Order Processing
Department

CONFIDENTIALITY

(

DISCONNECT

Order Processing
Department

Type 3

CONSISTENCY

AVAILABILITY

REPRESENTATION
Contiguity in the Customer File

TIMELINESS

Online
Update daily

Figure 23

overcome if the process is well understood and the
conventions for classifying and documenting are followed.
The methodology described has proven to be a successful
approach in a wide variety of situations and in providing
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

confidence that any resulting database design will meet the
longer term needs of the organisation.
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FUNCTION ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION - ACCESS PATH
FUNCTION
NAME

Order
Entry

RESPONSE
REQUIRED:

5 sec AVG
10 sec MAX

INITIALS :
Date:

RAD
1.8.78

FREQUENCY
ASSUMPTIONS:

PER DAY AVERAGE : 4000 MAX : 6000 GROWTH : 10% per annum

ENTITY (E) / RELATIONSHIP (R) ACCESSED

E/R

SELECTION CRITERIA

ACTION

VOLUME
AVG MAX

NOTE
NO

Delivery Point
Bulk/Package
Depot
Order
Order/Delivery Point
Order/Depot
Goods
Goods/Stock
Depot/Stock
Stock
Back Order
Order/Delivery Point

E
R
E
E
R
R
E
R
R
E
E
R

Delivery Point Name
Bulk/Packaged
Via Relationship

R
R
R
S
CON
CON
R
R
R
M
S

1
1
1
1
1
1
10
10
10
9.5
0.5

1
1
1
1
1
1
30
30
30
28.5
1.5

1

Order/Depot
Order Line

R
E

CON
CON

0.5
0.5
10

1.5
1.5
30

Order No. Delivery Point Name
Order No. Depot Name
Goods Code
Goods Code
Depot Name
Depot and Goods Relationships
Back Order No.
Back Order No.
Delivery Point Name
Back Order No. Depot Name
Order No. Goods Name

s

NOTES 1 Assume 95% of orders fully satisfied
ACTION (ENTITY) RETRIEVE, MODIFY, STORE, DELETE; (RELATIONSHIP) RETRIEVE, CREATE, CONNECT, DISCONNECT,
TRANSFER.
Figure 24

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION - SUMMARY OF ACCESS TO AN ENTITY TYPE
ENTITY NAME:

Goods

TIME PERIOD:

DIRECT ACCESS
ATTRIBUTES
Description
Unit of issue
Cost Price
Sales Prices

per day

INITIALS:

RAD

DATE: 1.8.78

DELETE
AVG
MAX

FREQUENCY OF ACCESS
SELECTION CRITERIA
Goods Code
Goods Code
Goods Code
Goods Code

RETRIEVE
AVG
MAX

MODIFY
AVG
MAX

STORE
AVG

MAX

8 x 104

10s

260
8 x 104

300
10s

50
10
50
50

5
10
10

10
15
10

VIA RELATIONSHIP

100
15
80
100

ACTION PERFORMED

RELATIONSHIP

SELECTION CRITERIA

RETRIEVE
AVG
MAX

TRANSFER
AVG
MAX

Stock/Goods
Order Line/Goods
Order Line/Goods

Goods delivered
Goods of amended order
Goods of cancelled order

4 x 104

20
80

SELECTION CRITERIA:

5 x 104

CONNECT
AVG
MAX

DISCONNECT
AVG
MAX

30
100
50

70

DIRECT ACCESS - EQUALITY, RANGE, SEQUENCE
RELATIONSHIP - ATTRIBUTE OF TRANSACTION
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TIME
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Day
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Back Order
Processing

Goods Receipt
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4000
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AVG
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R M

S D

R M

S D

R M

S D
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3000
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Book Review
David Kroenke, Data Base Processing Fundamentals, Modelling
Applications, Science Research Associates Inc., U.S.A., 1977,
pp 408. Price: $19.44. Instructors’ Guide, pp. 49. Price:
$2.39.
This is an introductory text on Data Base processing. It
presents material on physical representation, modelling, commercial
systems and implementation, with about equal emphasis.
Part 1
provides background material.
Part II concerns database models.
Part III is devoted to the processing of Databases.
Part IV deals with Database implementation.
Whilst finding the Chapters on Physical Data Structures, Data
Base Models (including examples from hierarchical, network and
relational systems) Database Analysis and Design and the Role of
the Database Administrator entirely satisfactory, I got most interest
out of the Description of Commercial Database systems. Whilst far
from exhaustive - as might be expected in an introductory text the description of ADABAS, SYSTEM 2000, TOTAL, IDMS, IMS
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

and MAGNUM give a good insight into how the systems work and
give opportunity for the more experienced reader to impute the
relative strengths and weaknesses of these systems.
I found the subject of Backup and Recovery - about which
the author rightly says “Backup and Recovery is one of the most
critical aspects of database processing, yet it does not get much
attention” - is given too little attention! I also found that the
Bibliography, which one would hope in an introductory text to lead
readers to exploring topics of interest in greater depth and breadth,
contains but 40 references of which at least two are unobtainable by
Australian readers.
However the book does have some case studies and is
provided with an Instructors’ Guide.
In summary I thoroughly recommend this book to
practitioners wishing to get an initial accurate overview of DBMS
and to teachers of courses pitched at the competent introductory
level.
A.Y. Montgomery,
Monash University
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CONFUCIUS: A Structural
Concept Learning System
By B.L. Cohen* and C. A.Sammut*
This paper describes a general structural object recognition and learning system. It introduces
CODE, a structural description language based on boolean logic and set theory. Internal machine
representations of concepts and objects are given for these which directly influence the efficiency of
the system. In particular, a data structure called the “graft”, is described. Two concept learning
strategies, LSI and LS2, used in CONFUCIUS are also discussed. Both algorithms are generalizations
of the “Conservative Focusing Strategy” developed by Bruner et al. The generalizations consist of
using the high level language, CODE and the introduction of an “implication net” which enables
CONFUCIUS to work in a more complex environment.
CR CATEGORIES: 3.60, 3.61, 3.62, 3.63 KEYWORDS: Learning and adaptive systems

1.

Structural Description Languages and Concept
Learning
Given the description of an unidentified object, the
task of a recognition device is to give the object an
appropriate name, that is, to classify it as belonging to a
particular class of objects. Such a class is called a
“concept”.
In recognition problems such as scene analysis, the
objects under consideration are often quite complex. Thus,
it is important that the representations of objects and
concepts in a computer are powerful enough to describe
complex concepts as well as permitting economy both in
memory space and in the time required by the recognition
process. The structural representation of concepts is very
attractive for these reasons.
PICTURE

Inside
contains

supports

COLOUR

SHALL

BLUE

SHAPE

PYRAMID

BIG

COLOUR

SHAPE

RED

8L0CK

BIG

COLOUR

SHAPE

GREEN

BOX

As an example, consider the scene consisting of a
small blue pyramid sitting on top of a big red block which
is inside a big green box. This may be described by the
graph shown above.
This scene is described by naming its component
parts and the relationships between them. Each object is
“Copyright © 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

described in terms of a number of properties: shape, size
and colour.
If some simple concepts are already known then the
representation of a more complex one may be simplified by
describing it in terms of the known concepts. Thus a
hierarchical representation, based on the structure of an
object, is constructed.
If a system is capable of learning new concepts and
adding these to its memory, then it is possible to use this
newly acquired knowledge to simplify the description of
still more complex concepts. In this way a system may
become capable of recognizing and learning more and more
difficult patterns by starting with simple problems and
progressing to the more difficult ones just as humans do.
Such a system is said to be capable of growth.
New concepts may be introduced into memory in a
number of ways. Of course, there is the brute force method
of providing a complete description of the new concept
directly to the system. The more interesting approaches are
those which enable the computer to actively learn a
concept. This may be done by providing it with a number
of positive examples of objects which do belong to the
concept and a number of negative examples of ones which
do not. Or just one positive example may be shown and the
system asks questions which the trainer may answer by a
“yes” or a “no”.
Several programs have already been written which are
capable of learning concepts and recognizing objects which
belong to them, for example, Winston (1970) and Michalski
(1974). The CONFUCIUS system seeks to improve upon
previous work by providing a relatively powerful concept
description language which exhibits growth, an efficient
object recognition system and a learning algorithm which is
a generalization of a psychological model. The description
language, CODE, is based upon a language developed by
Banerji (1969).
2.

CODE - The Structural Description Language
Given the task of recognizing an object or learning a
new concept, CONFUCIUS will at some stage ask the
trainer to show an object. This object is written in the form
(object name (property 1.value 1) (property2.value2) .. .),
that is, the objects in CODE are described as a list of
property/value pairs and a reference name, for example,
(BLOCK (COLOUR.RED) (SHAPE.CUBE) (SIZE.BIG) )
describes an object which is a big, red cube and is called a

*Department of Computer Science, University of New South Wales. Manuscript received 7th September 1978
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block. In this example, the property values are atomic.
(OR
(EQUAL (OBJECT VAL) 0)
However, we would like to be able to give a structural, or
(EQUAL (OBJECT VAL) 1) )
hierarchical description of objects. If we wished to describe a
“steeple”, which consists of a pyramid supported by a
A number may be defined recursively as consisting of
cube, it might be done as follows:
a head which is a number or null and a tail which must be a
(STEEPLE (TOP.SPIRE) (BOTTOM.BLOCK) )
(SPIRE (COLOUR.BLUE) (SHAPE.PYRAMID) (SIZE.SMALL))
(BLOCK (COLOUR.RED) (SHAPE.CUBE) (SIZE.BIG))
digit if the head is a number or a one only if the head is
In the description of “steeple”, the property values
null. No leading zeros are allowed. Thus,
are non-atomic. That is, they are themselves objects, which
(OR
must be described as well.
(AND (EQUAL
(OBJECT HEAD) NULL)
As well as describing single objects, CODE allows us
(OBJECT TAIL VAL) 1))
(EQUAL
to describe sets of objects. For example, if we want to
(AND (IN
(OBJECT HEAD) NUMBER)
know if two people satisfy a “parent-child” concept, the set
(IN
(OBJECT TAIL) DIGIT) ) )
To describe an object-type which is a number we use
we might show is:
(PAIRPEOPLE FRED LUCY)
(TWO
(HEAD .ONE)
(TAIL.ZERO))
(ONE
(HEAD.NONE) (TAIL.UNITY))
(FRED (AGE.40) (SEX.MALE) (HOUSE.WILLOWS))
(UNITY (VAL.l))
(LUCY (AGE. 10) (SEX.FEMALE) (HOUSE.WILLOWS))
(ZERO
(VAL.O))
(WILLOWS (SIZE.BIG) (COLOUR.WHITE))
(NONE)
The set type is useful for describing associations of
objects where it is inappropriate to classify them as
Since CONFUCIUS is written in LISP, the internal
representation of objects and sets is almost the same as the
“properties” such as the above case. The set form also
external form. Objects are lists of dotted pairs with a
allows us to describe “n-ary” relations which involve more
reference name attached. Sets are list of references to the
than two objects. Set operations may also be introduced
(element-of, not-element-of).
objects within the set as well as a reference name for the set
itself. A schematic diagram of PAIRPEOPLE is shown
Suppose we have a concept, C, which involves two
objects. If the first object is big and red or the colour of the
below.
first is red and the size of the second equals the size of the
$ SET
first then this object-type is recognized by C. The concept
$0BJ.,
may be described in CODE as
(OR
V
(AND (EQUAL (OBJECT 1 COLOUR) RED)
AGE
SEX
HOLS
HOUSE
AGE
SEX
nous
(EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) BIG) )
I
i
(AND (EQUAL (OBJECT 1 COLOUR) RED)
40
MALE
10.5
FEMALE
(EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) (OBJECT 2 SIZE) ) ) )
This expression is self-explanatory except, perhaps, for the
term
COLOR
(OBJECT <property list>)
If CONFUCIUS is given two objects and the first is
WHITE
(BLOCK (SHAPE.CUBE) (COLOUR.RED))
then (OBJECT 1 COLOUR) has the value RED, thus the
statement
(EQUAL <term> <value>)
The internal representation of concepts is quite
would be true in this case, so part of the requirement is
different to their external representation. For example, the
concept
satisfied.
On the other hand, since the size was not specified
(OR
(AND (EQUAL (OBJECT 1 COLOUR) RED)
(OBJECT 1 SIZE) is unidentified and therefore the
(EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) BIG))
statement it is in is false, so the object fails the recognition
(AND (EQUAL (OBJECT 1 COLOUR) RED)
test.
(EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) (OBJECT 2 SIZE) ) ))
The statements which are possible in CODE include:
giving the value of a property; equality between properties
is represented as shown in the following figure.
or objects; set operations such as “element-of’ and
This structure is called a graft because it is the fusion
of two trees :—
“sub-set”; and negations of these. An important statement
is that of the form (IN a CON), which is an explicit
1.
The statement tree - this stores the predicates in the
expression.
statement of object recognition. It states that the value of
2.
The logic tree - this links nodes of the statement tree
“a” is recognized by (contained in) the concept, CON. “a”
to represent the logical (AND, OR) connectives
may be a simple term or it may be a list of terms which
between statements.
forces a set to be constructed. This latter situation gives
Note that identical statements that occur in different
CODE the ability to recognize n-ary relationships.
parts of the external description appear only once in the
An example will demonstrate a very important aspect
statement tree. Also, statements with some initial part of
of CODE - its recursive nature. Concepts may be described
their list of qualifying properties in common, share a
in terms of other concepts or in terms of itself. Consider
branch of the tree up to the point where their properties
the concept of binary numbers. Before NUMBER can be
differ. This gives the structure its economy and promotes
defined we must first describe the concept of a binary digit,
the efficiency of the recognition and learning procedures.
DIGIT,

1

1
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Graft of the concept C. Each Cjj, OPj and Lj represents the address
of a subgraft, an operator structure and a logic structure
respectively, as given to the procedures.

The structure for storing the grafts is a table
referenced by properties. Concepts to test for the
recognition of an object are restricted to those which are
pointed to by properties of the object. In this way
irrelevant concepts are not considered. For example, a
binary number would not be tested for containment for the
concept describing submarines, as they have no common
properties.
A complete description of CODE and its internal
representations are given in Cohen (1978).
Object Recognition
Having formulated internal representations for
object-types and concepts and a procedure for storing and
accessing concept descriptions, we now discuss a procedure
for discovering those concepts which recognize a given
object-type.
After determining the set of eligible concepts using
the procedure given in the previous section, the recognition
process considers each of these concepts in turn. The
process starts at the root of the statement tree and
proceeds, depth-first, down this tree.
Referring to the graft shown earlier, we note that the
tree search may encounter two types of node, a property
name, or an operator.
If the current node is a property name, p, then the
current object is searched for this property. The value, v, of
p is returned and used in examining the descendant nodes
of p. If a property cannot be found or its value is of wrong
type (e.g. integer when an atom is expected) then all
operator nodes in the tree that are rooted at the property
node are evaluated as false.
Each operator has associated with it a function. When
the recognition procedure reaches an operator node in the
statement tree then the appropriate function is called. For
example, if EQUAL is reached then EQUALSTAT is called.
This operator function compares the property value of the
object-type with that stored in the concept description and
returns true or false accordingly.

The results of evaluating an operator are passed on to
those nodes in the logic tree pointed to by the operator. If
the value of the operator is true then:
1.
If the node is an OR operator, the value, true, is
passed up to the parent of this node.
2.
If the node is an AND then we must determine
whether or not all conjuncts are true making the
whole conjunction true. To do this a count of
unevaluated conjuncts is kept. Each time a “true” is
returned this count is decremented. If the count
becomes zero the value, true, is passed up to the
parent node.
If the value of the operator is false, then the same
procedure as for true is carried but with OR and AND
interchanged and with “true” replaced by “false”.
If a logic node has no parent, that is, it is the root of
the logic tree, then the value of the whole recognition
process stops with this value. The logic tree is processed
each time a statement operator is evaluated. Therefore the
recognition procedure may terminate without evaluating all
concept statements.
To illustrate the recognition procedure we now show
a trace of the object
(EX A B)
(A (COLOUR.RED) (SIZE.SMALL))
(B (COLOUR.BLUE) (SIZE.SMALL))
being recognized by the concept, C, described earlier, i.e.
(IN EX C) is traced.
The function INCON is a recursive procedure which
carries out the tree search. When an operator is reached it
calls the operator function for that node. When control
returns to INCON it calls FIXUP which then passes the
result of the evaluation of the operator to the logic tree.
EX

3.
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the concept, we build a concept to describe the object, that
is, we generate a trial concept which becomes our first
approximation to the concept to be learnt (call it the target
concept). When the object is to be altered to test for
recognition by the target concept, rather than changing one
of the property values, a statement in the trial concept
description is removed. For example (EQUAL OBJECT
SIZE) SMALL) is removed from the description when a
red cube is to be tested. Note that by removing a statement,
we relax the restrictions on objects which are contained in
the concept. In the case of the specification of the size,
when that statement is taken out of the description, the
concept then contains objects of any size. Thus the removal
of statements generalizes a concept description.
5.

(FIXUP

(REQUALSTAT

(INCON

*F*

OP,

(L,))

SMALL)

0.
REQUAL

(REQUALSTAT

(FIXUP

OP,

*T*

SMALL

SMALL)

(L,))

At this point L, has been
evaluated to TRUE and is the
root of the

logic tree.

Therefore thf entire procedure
terminates with the value TRUE.

4.

Concept Learning

Having discussed the basic elements of a pattern
recognition system, we are now in a position to consider
how such a system can grow, namely, by learning new
concepts.
The learning algorithms are based on the
“Conservative Focusing Strategy”, of Bruner, Goodnow
and Austin (1956) which deals with conjunctive concepts
only. In this method, the trainer gives the subject a “focus
object”, that is, an instance of an object which belongs to
the concept. The subject then makes a sequence of choices
each of which alters only one property of the focus. If a
property value is altered and the focus is still in the concept
then that value is not part of the concept. However, if the
object is no longer in the concept then that value is known
to be essential to the concept description.
As an example, suppose we are given a big, red cube
and told that it is a positive instance of a concept. We might
then ask, “Is a small, red cube in the concept?”. The trainer
responds with a “yes” or a “no”. If the answer is “yes”
then the size of the object is irrelevant. Now we ask, “Is a
green cube in the concept?”. The answer is “no”, so red is
an essential part of the description. When a red pyramid
also fails to be contained then we know that the concept is
“red cube”.
When an object is presented as a positive instance of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

Learning Strategy: LSI

The first learning algorithm to be considered, LSI,
generalizes the conservative focusing strategy in a number
of ways.
Firstly, Bruner’s method only allows conjunctive
concepts to be learnt, these are concepts described by
statements connected by a single AND. However, LSI can
learn disjunctive concepts as well, i.e. concept descriptions
which include OR’s. The concepts are learnt in disjunctive
normal form.
If the trainer presents CONFUCIUS with a positive
instance of a disjunctive concept, then that example
provides only enough information to learn one disjunct. In
order to learn another disjunct, a new example satisfying
this new sub-concept must be shown. Thus, the strategy is
to learn one conjunctive sub-concept at a time and take the
disjunction of all of them to be the final concept
description.
A further generalization arises from the fact that LSI
is able to operate in a more complex environment from
Bruner’s subjects enabling it to learn relational and
hierarchical concepts as described in CODE. This difference
can be explained by an example. Consider the following
statements
(EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) SMALL)
(EQUAL (OBJECT 2 SIZE) SMALL)
and (EQUAL (OBJECT 1 SIZE) (OBJECT 2 SIZE) )
Note that each statement is directly implied by the other
two, that is, the statements in a concept description need
not be independent in CONFUCIUS, although this was not
allowed by Bruner.
Suppose, in learning a conjunctive concept which has
inter-dependent statements, one statement is removed for
testing. If this statement is implied by others still resident
in the concept description, then in fact, no new concept has
been generated since the information contained in the
removed statement is still present in its implicants.
In order to solve this problem, an implication
network is constructed before the learning procedure
begins. The network is superimposed onto the graft,
providing direct implication information for each
statement. Each statement points to those groups of
statements which directly imply it. In this way it is possible
to determine whether a new concept has been created by
testing the implication information.
In order to produce a new concept, LSI first
attempts to remove only independent statements. However,
the case often arises when there are no such statements left.
In this situation, groups of statements are arbitrarily
removed until a new concept is produced. This concept is
141
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then tested for containment in the target concept by asking
the trainer. If it is not contained, then new combinations
are tried. When it is contained then it is known that all
those statements removed from the concept description,
which are not implied by the remaining statements,
definitely are not part of the description.
When all statements have been tested, the trainer is
asked if the resulting concept is equivalent to the target. If
the answer is “yes” then the concept has been learnt, if not
the concept must be disjunctive. Thus, the partial concept
is stored and another conjunction learnt.
If statements are to be removed from and replaced
into the trial concepts as often as described, a great deal of
processing would be involved — linking lists in and deleting
them, storing them temporarily elsewhere, etc. Actually no
statements are physically removed until the whole concept
has been learnt. Instead a statement may exist in a number
of states. The main ones are:
1.
IS — definitely in the concept description.
2.
UNCLASSified — yet to be tested but temporarily
assumed to be in the concept description.
3.
TEMP — temporarily “removed”, considered not in
the concept description.
4.
NO — definitely not in the concept description,
“permanently removed”.
6.

procedure ls2;
procedure evaluate(i);
begin

i. state := TEMP;
case examine(i.subgroups) of
superactive
: i.state: = IS;
none_active : if A < = C then i.state:= NO
else i.state:= IS;
else

: begin

deactivate(i.subgroups);
if a superactive group has formed then
i.state := IS
else
begin
while (A<vh2) and more combinations do

check;
if A <= C then

Learning Strategy: LS2

In order to produce a new concept, LSI removes
statements arbitrarily and uses the implication information
to test whether this removal has in fact changed the
concept. Because a new concept cannot be guaranteed, LSI
must perform a number of passes through the statement
list, L.
LS2 represents a significant improvement over LSI in
that it requires only one pass. Rather than using
implications merely as a device for testing concepts, LS2
uses them to guide the removal of statements so that when
they are taken out, we are guaranteed a new concept.
As before, the basic idea is to learn one disjunct at a
time by removing statements and testing the new concept
for containment in the target. In this way we can classify
the statements removed as either belonging to the concept
or not.
We have already seen that it may not be sufficient to
remove one statement to produce a new concept because it
could be implied by statements still in L. However, if we
remove, not just one statement but also some of those that
imply it, then we can guarantee that the concept formed in
this way is independent of the old one.
To understand LS2 we must first describe the
implication structures associated with each statement. Such
a structure is shown below.
STATE

to implying statements

It consists of a list where the first element is the state
of the current statement (IS, NO, TEMP, UNLCASS),
followed by the list of groups of statements which imply it.
142

The groups themselves are lists of references to other
statements.
Implication groups are also assigned several states:
1.
SUPERACTIVE - all statements in the group are
marked IS.
2.
ACTIVE - the statements are marked IS or
UNCLASS.
3.
INACTIVE - at least one statement is in TEMP or
NO.
A PASCAL- like description of the higher level
procedures in LS2 follows:

set all temporarily
removed statements to NO
else i.state := IS
end
end
end
end; (evaluate)
begin (ls2)

read(NAME);
if NAME in LEARNRDCONS then X:= LEARNEDCONS
else X:= NIL;
repeat

<lnitialze>;
read(OBJECT);
L:= ALL_TRUE_STATEMENTS(OBJECT);
repeat

A:= conjunction(L);
Y:= A + X;
if Y = C then
begin

learned := true;
store(Y)
end
else evaluate(next(L))
until learned or empty(L); X := Y
until learned
end; (LS2)

The main difference between LSI and LS2 is that the
inner repeat loop in LS2 represents the only pass through
L. In LSI, when a statement was reached which had not yet
been classified as IS or NO and it was not implied, then that
statement would be skipped over. LS2 however, goes ahead
and tries to classify all statements. This is the purpose of
the procedure, EVALUATE.
A statement is classified by “de-activating” its
implication subgroups, that is, by removing a statement
from each of its active subgroups so that it is no longer
implied by the remaining statements in L. The concept so
formed is independent of the old one, and so may be tested
for containment.
If the new concept is contained in the target then all
the statements which have been removed temporarily may
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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be set to NO. Note that none of these statements are
implied by others remaining in L. Such a set is said to be
“closed”.
Since a statement may be implied by several
combinations of other statements, some of which may be
necessary in the concept description, the de-activation
process may be carried out a number of times until either
the new concept is contained in the target or there is no
new combination of statements to remove.
Let us now consider the operation of EVALUATE.
EVALUATE begins by calling EXAMINE. This
procedure checks each subgroup of the statement, L;, to
determine whether it is active, superactive or inactive.
If Lj has a superactive subgroup, that is, it is implied
by statements which are known to be in the concept, then
Lj definitely is in the concept.
If there are no active subgroups, that is, Lj is not
implied by any other statement, then by removing L; we
create a new concept which we test for containment in the
concept, C, to be learned.
However, if neither of these conditions hold then the
classification problem is not so easy to solve. Because some
of the statements in the active subgroups are themselves
unclassified, we must try to classify them, which means
classifying the statements in their active subgroups, and so
on.
Clearly then, EVALUATE will involve a tree search
procedure. A path in the tree terminates when a statement
has either an active subgroup which is superactive or it has
no active subgroups at all. These results are backed up the
tree to classify statements higher up in the search.
Now, eventually we may find that the original
statement, Lj, has a superactive subgroup after backing up,
so again, L; is placed in the IS list, that is, definitely in the
concept. Otherwise the containment question is asked of
the concept formed by removing L; and all its descendants
which have been temporarily removed during the tree
search. This produces a completely independent concept, as
the removed set, by construction, is closed.
If the new concept is contained in C then all those
statements which have been temporarily removed may be
removed permanently.
However, if the answer is no then some of the
statements removed did belong to the concept. When each
subgroup was processed, one unclassified statement was
chosen for removal. Failure of the containment test
requires at least one new statement to be removed. Thus a
different combination of implications is removed, creating
another independent concept. The procedure CHECK is
called to produce the different set of temporarily removed
statements each time.
Suppose every subset produced by CHECK results in
a new concept which is not contained in C. Since L} is
always in the removed set, it must be responsible for the
failure of the test, so it can be put in the IS list as definitely
part of the concept or implied by some statements that are.
In this way, LS2 always guarantees that information can be
gleaned from the containment question.
Both LSI and LS2 can operate in a non-interactive
mode by supplying a list of positive and a list of negative
instances. The containment question is replaced by testing
each of the negative instances for recognition in the
concept. If they fail then the containment question is
satisfied. Otherwise, it is not satisfied as the trial concept
has clearly been over-generalized in that it recognizes a
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

negative example (cf. the “near-misses” of Winston
[1970] ). The equivalence question is satisfied if all positive
instances are recognized by the trial-concept. A complete
description of all aspects of LSI and LS2, including flow
charts can be found in Cohen (1978) and Sammut (1977).
7.

Conclusion
As can be seen from the table of results in the
appendix LS2 would seem to be much more efficient
(based on the criteria chosen) than LSI. This is not
unexpected, as has been pointed out LS2 has much more
direction in its search and always guarantees the gaining of
some information from tests it performs. In any case, both
LSI and LS2 are powerful learning strategies in that they
enable disjunctive as well as conjunctive concepts to be
learnt and, in particular, can learn concepts involving n-ary
relations, hierarchies and recursions. In comparison,
Winston’s (1970) algorithm is restricted to conjunctive
concepts involving, at most binary relations. Michalski’s
(1974) VL1 system also cannot learn n-ary relations.
Therefore the learning algorithm, LS2, in conjunction
with the description language, CODE, and the object
recognition procedure constitute a powerful learning
system - called CONFUCIUS. Such a system is a
pre-requisite for any intelligent system, artificial or
otherwise.
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Appendix
From the table of results, it is evident that LS2 is
more efficient than LSI over all criteria used. LS2 takes less
time, asks fewer containment questions, gains more
information per containment question (i.e. finds more in
and out of the target) and usually removes fewer statements
to form a question.
Note, the times shown below are adversely affected
by a number of extraneous system dependent variables.
These include the program being interpreted, not compiled;
and a restriction on the size of core storage which
necessitates the use of the software virtual memory facility
of UT-LISP, resulting in some thrashing. The size restriction
is also responsible for a large number of garbage collections.

CONFUCIUS
TABLE OF RESULTS

CONCEPT

DARK

TIME

CONT

FORM

INIT

2

5

5 | 9

3 | 3

IN
CONT

OUT
CONT

TEMP
CONT

3.0 | 1.7

0.3 | 1.0

0.7 | 0.3

1.3 | 0.3

TIME
CONT

HI

1/0

1 : 1

14 : 14

64 | 100

15 | 18

4.3 | 5.6

0.4 | 0.0

1.3 | 0.7

0.4 | 4.0

Hi

0/1

2

14

31 | 53

9 | 11

3.4 | 4.8

0.3 | 0.2

1.2 | 0.6

0.9 | 2.5

H2

1/0

2 ; 2

10 : 10

52 j 63

14 | 14

4.8 | 4.5

0.5 | 0.3

0.9 | 0.6

0.6 | 0.9

H2

0/1

2 : 2

10 : 10

67 | 63

14 | 14

2.7 | 4.5

C.5 | 0.3

0.9 | 0.6

0.6 | 1.1

1 : 1

2 : 2

6 | 8

1 1 1

6.0 | 8.0

3.0 | 3.0

0.0 i 0.0

0.0 | 0.0

0.7 | 0.7

0.2 | 0.1

DIGIT
NUMBER

2 : 2

5 : 12

68 | 108

11 | 14

6.2 | 7.7

0.7 | 0.6

LESSD

2

6

17 | 64

3 | 3

5.7 | 21.1

2.0 j 0.0

0.0 | 0.0

1.6 | 54.0

LESS

2:2:1

14.7 | *

0.8 | *

0.7 | *

0.5 | *

H - R

1

15

69 | 117

6 | 7

11.5 | 16.7

0.8 | 0.7

1.6 | 0.6

2.0 i 10.3

ARCH

3

16

85 | *

9 | *

0.6 | *

1.1 | *

1.4 | *

6 : 13 : 10 338 | *

23 | *

LEGEND
FORM: Structure of the learned concept, e.g. 1 : 3 is a disjunctive
concept, whose first disjunct has one statement and the
second has three.
INIT: The number of statements in the initial trial concept for
each disjunct.
TIME: The total time taken, in seconds, to learn the concept for
LS2 and LSI, given as LS2 | LSI.
CONT: Total number of containment questions asked for
LS2 | LSI.
r'ruv!T: Average time taken to form a containment question for
LS2 | LSI.

9.4 | *

CONT'

averaSe number of statements found to be in the
description of the target concept for each containment
question,for LS2 | LSI.
OUT
CONT: The average number of statements found not to be in the
target description for each containment question, for
LS2 | LSI.
TEMP
CONT' Average number of statements temporarily removed during
the formation of a containment question LS2 | LSI.
NOTE: The * indicates that LSI had not learnt the
concept after 512 CPU seconds. For the concept
LESS, this occurred at the first disjunct.

Book Review
Edited by R.H. Perrott, Software Engineering. Publisher: Academic
Press, London, New York, San Francisco. 1977. 203 pages.
Approx price: $23.
The term Software Engineering, for readers unfamiliar with
it, refers to the business of computer software design and
development practised and taught as an engineering discipline,
rather than as an intuitive craft as it has sometimes been regarded.
The book records the papers of the British Computer
Society’s Symposium on Software Engineering held at the Queen’s
University of Belfast in April 1976. The contributors are all
Europeans and discuss European, and for the main part British,
experience in software construction. A short selection of topics and
speakers will indicate the scope of the discussion: C.A.R. Hoare
provides the introduction and background; we have OS/360 at
Cambridge University, a Modular One system at Strathclyde;
Michael Jackson on design and usage of Cobol, K.V. Roberts of
Culham Laboratory on Fortran and extensions to it; G. Newell
discusses I.C.L.’s 1900 Cobol and George operating systems and
Niklaus Wirth reviews the design of the Pascal Language and the
development of its compilers.
The overall, frequently stated, message of the book is that
Software Engineering, as a discipline, is as yet largely unstructured
and without strong guidelines for sound practice. This message
seems to have determined the mood of the book and the symposium
which it reports. As a result most of the discussion is anecdotal
rather than analytic - “what we did was ...” rather than “what
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should be done is . . . ”. The opportunity appears, in the main, to
have been missed of evaluating with hindsight, over the considerable
number of software products discussed, the relative merits of the
design and development options adopted and those rejected. The
accepted goal of the contributors seems to have been to record,
rather than to interpret, the product design and development
histories presented. Specifically, the measured effectiveness of a
product in the user’s hands and the constraints of development
project resource management are rarely mentioned in quantified
terms as determinants in design decisions.
An exception to the above is the contribution of Wirth, who
sets out with the intention of identifying criteria for assessment (of
a programming language) and concludes with a suitable set of simple
and stringent principles of design. He gives, into the bargain,
quantified details of a compiler development which establish his
principles as realisable and provide a bench mark for similar
projects. Wirth’s contribution should be read, in particular, not only
for the facts it contains but also as an approach to delineating the
problems which software engineering addresses.
In summary, the book is not a reference text but can be read,
with considerable interest, as a “tale of our times” which deals, as
the dust-jacket states, with “. . . the problems of earlier
designs. .. ”; the further claim that it shows "... how to remedy
them” is not fulfilled.
Dr I.A. Parkin,
Basser Department of Computer Science,
University of Sydney
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Topological Design of a Small
Resource Sharing Network
By A. D. Payne* and B.J. Lings*
In recent years there has been a rapid growth in the development and implementation of
networks to achieve efficient sharing of geographically distributed computer resources. It is the
purpose of this paper to detail an approach which, using available performance data on existing
networks, derives an optimum topology for a network interconnecting the computing facilities of
Australian research institutions.
KEYWORDS AND PHRASES: resource sharing network, network reliability, topological design, error
control.
CR CATEGORIES: 2.40, 3.51, 3.81.
SHORT FORM TITLE: Network topology design.
1.

Introduction

It has recently been proposed (Payne and Lings,
1978) that an Australian Universities and Research
Organization Network (AURONET) be constructed to
facilitate, initially, the interconnection of host computers
belonging to these institutions. At present the significant
and possibly unique computing resources of any particular
institution are restricted to its local user group.
Implementation of AURONET would extend the
availability of such resources to all users with access to the
network. This would ensure a substantial improvement in
the range of computing facilities and services available to
support education and research activities. At first, the
network would, at least, provide new opportunities for
users to obtain needed access to specialised resources such
as software (compilers, application packages), data (files,
data bases), hardware (special purpose processors, COM) as
well as access to other researchers via electronic mail.
Subsequently, AURONET’s role as a nation wide data
communications network would encourage a demand for its
use for purposes not directly associated with teaching or
research. For example, there is at present an unfulfilled
need for interlibrary communication for interrogation of
catalogue files which could be satisfied through a network
of the type proposed here. It could be expected that
network computing might only supply a small fraction,
perhaps about 5 percent of the total computing load.
However, this would be a very important fraction supplying
to users specialised services which would not otherwise be
available.
The establishment and operation of a nation-wide
distributed computing network would of course present a
number of particular problems. There is a technical
problem of network design which is dealt with in some
detail in this paper. The resolution of implementation and
operating costs is essential to an economic appraisal of the
project. A procedure for the selection of a network
configuration to minimize recurrant communication costs is
explained later. The initial hardware and programming costs
“Copyright © 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted, provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

are not considered. Also political differences will
undoubtedly force administrative barriers to the availability
of funds for the purchase of network services. The same
barrier will cause difficulties in relation to the
determination of a satisfactory accounting and billing
procedure for network users. None of these problems can
be regarded as insuperable but their existence can be
expected to lead to a situation of lower initial network
traffic and possibly to an overall reduction in traffic
growth.
Circuit switching, message switching and packet
switching are the three distinct communications
(sub)network technologies that have been employed for the
interconnection of autonomous host computers. In a
circuit-switched network a dedicated circuit is provided to
support user-host and host-host communication. However,
with this technology, the time required to establish a new
point-to-point circuit is in the order of seconds which must
be considered too slow for the maintenance of dynamic
communication between hosts. Message switching involves
the transmission of a logical unit of information called a
message from source to destination by a store-and-forward
technique. The message is stored at each intermediate
switching node until the proper outgoing line is available
when it is then forwarded. Unless a message length priority
system is implemented, this type of subnetwork technology
can result in a relatively poor service to users sending short
messages. Difficulties can also arise in finding sufficient
buffer space at the switching nodes because of the
frequently large variation in message lengths. Further, there
is a high probability that an error will occur in long
messages and the consequent error detection and message
retransmission process can produce excessive delays. The
problems associated with message switching can be
alleviated or removed by subdividing a message in to one or
more fixed length packets which can then be transmitted as
separate independent entities over possibly different routes
in the subnetwork. The message is reassembled either in the
destination host or in the node to which the host is
attached. Packet switching obviously has the capability to
simultaneously support real-time, interactive and file
transfer traffic modes. It is therefore the generally preferred
technology for subnetwork implementation for resource
sharing networks.
The largest and most successful packet-switched

* Department of Computer Science, University of Queensland. Manuscript received 7th June, 1978. Amended version received 17th August,
1978.
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network is the Advanced Research Projects Agency
Network or ARPANET. It currently consists of
approximately one hundred host computers interconnected
by a subnetwork constructed with about fifty switching
nodes. Extensive statistical measurements of ARPANET
performance and operation parameters are available (Frank
et. al., 1972; Kleinrock and Naylor, 1974; Kleinrock et. al.,
1976) and for this reason the approach to the design of
AURONET is based on the ARPANET design philosophy.
All network design procedures begin with a specification of
the fixed switching node locations. The relative geographic
positions of Australian Universities strongly suggest that the
switching nodes of AURONET be located at Sydney,
Melbourne, Canberra, Adelaide, Brisbane and Armidale.
Long-haul part-time leased lines or switched lines may be
used to connect Hobart, Perth and Townsville to the
corresponding nearest node of the network.
2.

Network Reliability
If users are to be attracted to the facilities offered by
a multi-host network they must be guaranteed a consistant
availability of any particular host. This situation can only
exist when the network contains sufficient line redundancy
to sustain communication between operative nodes in the
event of failure of network components. The fraction of all
pairs of nodes which can be expected to be communicating
is a natural definition of network reliability for it measures
the extent of possible host-host communication. A highly
reliable network can be derived with enough component
redundancy but a trade-off between cost and achievable
improvement in reliability is, of course, essential.
The structure of the communications subnetwork can
be modelled by a connected undirected graph G=(V,E). In
AURONET the size of the node set is fixed at p=6 while
the size of the line set, q, is a design parameter. It is now
possible to propose a number of feasible AURONET
topologies with each specified in terms of its graph
theoretic characteristics. Various network topologies are
shown by the graphs of Fig. 1. Here, k is the graph
connectivity, X is the line connectivity and S is the
minimum degree of the graph. These graph parameters are
related (Harary, 1969) by the inequality

0< k(G)< A(G)< 8(G)< [2q/pl

-(1)

Using the parameter values of Fig. 1 it is seen that
topologies (b), (d) and (e) are all x-optimal and A-optimal
since in these cases k=A= 2q/p.
If the line and node outage rates are denoted
respectively as Pt and Pn then the expected number of pairs
of non-communicating nodes can be written
6
Q
N(Pt >Pn) = . S n(i) (j )Pn(l-Pn)6"i + .2 m(i) ( • )pK1'Pt)q'
-(2)

where n(i), m(i) are the average numbers of
non-communicating pairs due respectively to i node failures
and i line failures. Here m(i)=0 for i=0, 1, . . .,A-1. We
define the network reliability to be R=l-N/15 since 15 is
the total possible number of communicating pairs. There is
a considerable variation in line outage rates with geographic
location. Further, due to the common routing of local
loops connecting a user (node) to an exchange, lines in this
type of network do not fail independently. However,
specific data on line outages is not available and
consequently the simplifying assumption is made that
nodes and lines fail independently with the same
network-wide outage rates. Under these circumstances, the
two contributions of N specified in equation (2) can be
determined by a combinatorial analysis. The results are
shown in Fig. 2 where the expected number of
non-communicating pairs of nodes is plotted against the
element failure probability P=Pt=Pn for each considered
topology. As well, the network reliability is shown on the
right-hand vertical scale.
Experience with ARPANET (Frank et. al., 1972)
indicates an expected failure probability of P=0.2 for both
nodes and lines. This figure is reasonably consistent with
the common carrier quoted outage rates for local loops
which are usually the major source of circuit failure. The
plotted curves of Fig. 2 indicate that for small anticipated
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PROBABILITY OF ELEMENT FAILURE

Figure I Some feasible topologies for networks of six nodes.
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Figtire 2 The expected numbers of non-communicating nodes and
network reliability for the five topologies of Figure 1. Nodes and
links are assumed to have the same outage rates.
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failure rates AURONET network reliability will be most
affected by the occurrence of node failures. It is also clear
that a 1-connected network will exhibit unacceptable
reliability. On the other hand, only a small improvement in
network reliability is achievable with networks having
greater topological complexity than that of Fig. 1(b) and,
on reliability consideration alone, the extra line costs for
these networks would not be warranted. A sufficiently
reliable network can therefore be derived with a minimal
2-connected topology.
3.

Message Characteristics

A packet-switching network provides a transportation
mechanism for the delivery of data between host computers
that are interconnected via the subnetwork. In order for the
data to be meaningfully and properly interpreted it is
necessary to establish a system of message formats by
defining appropriate communication protocols. The
initiation and maintenance of communication is the
primary goal of protocol design, however, protocol
parameters also influence network performance measures
such as communication efficiency and reliability. The direct
consequence of protocols is to induce a packet transmission
overhead which may be regarded as all those characters
transmitted that are not exchanged between user processes.
It is assumed that a Network Control Program (NCP)
is resident in each host with the responsibility for the
transmission and acceptance of messages on behalf of the
processes it serves. A user process is consequently
considered to be any process that makes use of the system
calls provided for communication with the NCP. It should
be noted that alternative terminology for NCP is current. In
the CYCLADES network (Zimmerman and Elie, 1974) it is
referred to as a TS (transport station) which is the same
nomenclature advanced by Cerf et. al., 1976. The acronym
TCP for transport control program is used by Cerf and
Kahn (1974).
All user processes within a host communicate with
the NCP through several input-output paths or ports.
Interprocess communication is then initiated by
establishing an association of ports in the NCP’s to which
the processes are attached. Accomplishing this task requires
that ports have a network wide unique identification and
this is arranged by defining an intermediate process name
space which is mapped by each host into its own internal
process name space. An element in this name space is
formed by the concatenation of at least three numbers — a
user number, host number and port number. In ARPANET
the elements are called sockets and the port associations are
half-duplex links.
In a packet switched network, a number of
communication levels can be identified and each of these is
implemented with an associated protocol. Broadly, three
levels can be specified:
(1) Level-0: communication between nodes of the
subnetwork.
(2) Level-1: communication between a node and an
attached host.
(3) Level-2: communication between the network
hosts.
In ARPANET line overheads for different protocol
levels are described by Kleinrock et. al. (1976). The level-0
protocol is responsible for two overhead categories. One
corresponds to the protocol for packet transmission
between adjacent nodes and includes characters for clock
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978

synchronization, packet delimiting, and checksum and
acknowledge characters for error control. The other
overhead category determined by level-0 protocol consists
of all characters necessary for message control in the subnet
i.e., transmission control between the source and
destination nodes. In user packets, this overhead includes
characters for source and destination specification and
packet and message numbers to facilitate message
reassembly at the destination node. A substantial
contribution to the second category overheads of level-0
protocols is imposed by subnet control messages which
have the principle purpose of ensuring that sufficient
buffers are available at the destination node to
accommodate arriving packets. The rate at which messages
are transmitted from a source node is regulated by the
subnet control messages. A message is not sent until
notification is received from the destination node of buffer
availability. When a message has been correctly reassembled
at the destination node and in turn passed on to a host a
Ready-For-Next-Message (RFNM) is returned to the source
node certifying completion of message delivery to the
destination node. Transmission of the next user message is
not initiated until an ALLOCATE message is received from
the destination node signalling allocation of buffers for
message reception. If sufficient reassembly buffer space is
available when an RFNM is sent it “piggy-backs” an
ALLOCATE message. Observed behaviour of subnet
control messages in ARPANET indicate that the
ALLOCATE message is invariably piggy-backed on an
RFNM.
Transmission overheads for the communications
subnet do not include the overheads associated with level-1
protocols. Indeed, in networks of the ARPANET type
where messages are fragmented and reassembled in the
nodes rather than the hosts, the protocol design at this level
is largely determined by the particular host machine and
can be regarded as a technical implementation problem.
Communication at level-2 is handled in ARPANET
with a host-host protocol specified for each message and
host-host control commands. The host-host protocol is
required for reference to processes in foreign hosts and it
defines a port as described earlier. Control commands are
needed to open, maintain and close connections (ports)
between user processes and to establish message space in
the receiving host.
The measured ARPANET overheads are summarised
in Table 1. The third row in this Table refers to the
characteristics of the first packet in a user message while
the fourth row refers to subsequent packets which do not
contain 40 bits of host-host protocol. It is apparent that
approximately 87 percent of all user messages are single
packet. After subtracting out overheads, the average user
packet contains 226 data bits.
TABLE 1. Packet characteristics in ARPANET.
Packet Type
No. of bits
% total
Subnet control
168
49
Host-host control
318
21
First user packet
450
26
Subsequent user
4
410
4.

Network Traffic

The major parameters influencing the assignment of
line capacities in the communications subnet are the
expected node to node packet traffic rates. Values for these
14 7
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parameters can be easily determined when the traffic
between each pair of hosts is known. It has been shown in
the last section that the majority of user messages, which
constitute about 30 percent of message traffic, are single
packet. Since all other network (control) messages are also
single packet it will henceforth be assumed on a close
approximation, that every message is single packet.
Suppose that the one-way packet transfer rate
between host k attached to node i and host i attached to
node j is proportional to the product of their respective
“weights” Wjk and wjt. In regard to network traffic, a
suitable measure of host weight might be the size of its
local user population or the amount of funds its users have
for network computing. Assuming symmetrical traffic flow
between each pair of hosts, it follows that the one-way
traffic (packets/sec) between nodes i and j at time t can be
written
Tij(t) = R(t) 25 wikwJt

= R(t)Wij

’

-(3)

where Wy =2wikw’jt is a node-node weighting and R(t) is a
time dependent function. This equation implies that any
changes in packet traffic rates with time are uniform
throughout the network. The total number of packets
entering the entire network per second is then
T (t) =

.2

7ij(t)+ 22 Tii 0)

.(4)

where the first summation assumes 7ij=7ij and the second
summation quantifies the amount or intranodal or
incestuous traffic in the network. Combining equations (3)
and (4) yields
7wij
^ij ~ 2wjj +2wii

ij

'(5)

i

After normalizing, the denominator of the expression on
the right hand side of this equation simplifies to

7ij = 7W;j

<6)

Now the Wjj which are listed in Table 2 represent the
fraction of all host-host traffic input to the network which
are transmitted from node i to node j. These weights are
calculated from institute staff establishments.
TABLE 2. One-way traffic rates as proportions of total traffic.
Sydney
Melbourne
Canberra
Brisbane
Adelaide
Armidale

Syd
0.093
0.097
0.029
0.042
0.039
0.015

Melb

Canb

Bris

Adel

0.051
0.021
0.031
0.026
0.012

0.004
0.009
0.008
0.003

0
0.011
0.004

0.004
0.004

A reasonable estimate of the initial packet traffic and
its subsequent growth on AURONET can be made from
available data on measured ARPANET traffic rates. In the
latter case the initial packet input rate to the network was
about 0.05 packets/sec/host from 20 connected hosts,
which expand to a rate of about 1.0 packets/sec/host two
years later from 50 hosts. Translating these figures to
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AURONET would mean an initial total packet input rate of
7=1 growing to a rate of 7=35 in three years.
Host-host communication when both hosts are
connected to the same node is said to be incestuous. This
type of communication does not require the packet
switching facilities of the subnet but does require some
reassembly storage in the node. Some relatively large
volumes for intranodal weights listed in Table 2 indicate
that it may be of interest to ascertain the expected extent
of incestuous traffic in AURONET. Equation (6) shows
that the fraction of all packets entering the network that
are incestuous is

i = (l>2^ = 22w»

-(7)

' l
i
Doubling the sum of the diagonal entries in Table 2 yields
1=0.30 for AURONET which compares with the measured
incest of 1=0.22 on ARPANET. The average number of
hosts attached to each node in these networks is about two
and three respectively which, together with the uneven
distribution of hosts in AURONET, accounts for its higher
expected incest.
5.

Topological Design
A number of algorithms have been proposed (Gerla
and Kleinrock, 1977) for the least-cost topological design
of distributed packet-switched networks. In most cases the
node locations are assumed fixed and known. It is then
required to minimize the total line cost for a specified set
of design variables which could include the actual network
topology, channel capacities, and the traffic routing
strategy. The derived minimum cost is usually subject to
design constraints such as average packet delay and
reliability requirements. No efficient techniques exist for
the exact solution of this topological design problem.
However, heuristics which have been developed provide
good sub optimal solutions.
It has been proposed that AURONET have only six
switching nodes and it is therefore possible to find the
required least-cost topology by exhaustive search methods.
Although this technique is feasible here it becomes rapidly
intractible as the number of nodes increases. For example,
assuming all lines in the network have the same capacity,
the number of different 2-connected topologies for six
nodes is 60 while for ten nodes the number is 181,440! The
following formulation of the AURONET design problem
may be specified:
Given

Fixed node locations
Expected traffic between nodes
Common carrier channel
capacities and costs
Minimize
Total line cost
For design variables
Topology
Channel capacities
Routing strategy
Subject to constraints of Average packet delay
Maximum packet delay
Line connectivity
Longevity
A description of the computation procedures for the
solution to this problem will be given in section 7. We first
seek to develop appropriate and usable expressions for
message delays in the network.
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A suitable performance measure of network
responsiveness is the round-trip delay for an external message
input to the network. This delay may be defined as the
elapsed time between a host-host message entrance to the
network at a source node and reception at the same node of
a request-for-next-message returned by the destination
node. It is assumed that, as before, all messages are single
packet and further that nodal processing delays are
negligible. The average round-trip message or packet delay
in the network may then be written
d,

TiJ(Tij + tjo

-(»)

i^j
where Tjj, T'jj are respectively the expected propagation
times tor a host-host packet transmitted trom node 1 to
node j and for an RFNM transmitted from node j to node i.
Now suppose that k and i are adjacent nodes and the
line ki belongs to the set L of lines which routes packets
from source node i to destination node j, the routing
strategy being fixed. The forward propagation delay Ty is
then
Tij

k^Ltkl

-(9)

In order to evaluate the t^ analytically the following
specific assumptions are made: 1) Poisson arrivals at each
node;
2) exponential packet length distribution;
3) negligible nodal processing time; and 4) error-free
channels. Consequently the delay on line ki, which is the
sum of transmission and queueing delays, is
1
nk
\t-nCkL+^kc

-(10)

where C^t is the channel capacity, nk is the expected queue
length at node k for packets being transmitted to node i,
the mean host-host packet length is l/p. and 1/1- is the mean
length of all packets. Similarly, the reverse propagation
delay is
Tji = tkeL'

-(11)

where U is the set of lines which routes packets from node
j to node i. The delay for an RFNM on line t k is
j

nt

t'ik=/7c^ + ici”l

<12)

where 1/// is the mean length of subnet control packets and
n is the expected queue length at node i for packets being
transmitted to node k.
All lines in the network must be full-duplex in order
to support simultaneous both-way transmission. Also, the
uniform bidirectional traffic flow imposed with the earlier
assumption of 'yy=Tji ensures identical traffic composition
and rate for both channels of any particular line. In these
circumstances the queues specified in equations (10) and
(12) will be the same length and elementary-queueing
theory gives
nk=nt
ykt

= $ckl*kt

,

.

'(13)
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where vk4 = vtk is the arrival rate at node k of all packets
to be forwarded to node i. In the case of equal numbers of
host-host and subnet control packets the mean packet
lengths are related by 2/g = 1 foi + 1 /ju'. Using this and the
derived expression for nk and nt in equations (10) and (12)
we find
dki = lkt +

=___ 2____
*Ckt-2Xkt

-(14)

where dk can be considered a “round-trip” delay for
adjacent nodes k and
and Xk = r>k /2 is the one-way
host-host traffic on line k which can be determined from
the predicted or given host-host traffic as described earlier.
Thus, finally the average round-trip packet delay is
Ty (7ijk?eLdki)
which can be computed once the network topology,
channel capacities and traffic routing strategy are specified.
6.

Error Control and Packet Length

The node-node protocol uses retransmission to
recover from loss or damage to packets. The occurrence of
a damaged packet can be detected with a polynomial
error-detecting code (e.g. Payne, 1977). A polynomial of
order r allows detection of all error bursts of length less
than r+1, of a burst of length r+1 with a propability
l-(l/2)r_1, and a burst of length greater than r+1 with a
propability l-(l/2)r. For ARPANET r=24 which obviously
means a very high degree of data protection, Line or
equipment outages would result in lost packets and for this
reason it is preferable to implement an error control system
in which a packet is retransmitted if after a time-out period,
say t0, the sending node has not received a positive
acknowledgement signal from the adjacent receiving node.
It is desirable to select a t0 which is large enough to
ensure that no bandwidth is wasted on unnecessary
retransmissions. On the other hand a small t0 will reduce
packet transit times in the network because lost or damaged
packets will be retransmitted sooner. It may be assumed
that the ACK message generated on correct reception of a
packet is piggy-backed, if possible, on a packet travelling on
the reverse channel. If the fixed maximum packet size is L
bits then L/C, where C is the channel capacity, is the
maximum wait encountered before an ACK is transmitted.
Under these circumstances we set
t0=2(| + tp)

-(16)

where tp is the signal propagation delay on the line. For
copper wire circuits tp=10ms for a line distance of
2000 km. Allowing one average packet transmission time
before a packet can be retransmitted, the total elapsed time
from initiation of transmission of an individual packet to its
successful receipt is the packet service-time.
tps = tp +l/|C+E(t0+2/£C)
-(17)
where E is the expected number of packet retransmissions.
Now it is easily shown that E=Pr/(l-Pr) where Pr is the
retransmission probability. For a high order polynomial
error-detecting code Pr=Pe=BER/£ where Pe is the
probability of packet corruption and BER is the mean
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BIT ERROR RATE

Figure 3 Line throughput efficiencies for channel capacity of 4800
bps, propagation delay t=10ms, average packet length £=282 bits,
and for different values of the maximum packet length.

bit-error-rate. Consequently E=BER/(|-BER). The data
throughput efficiency due to transmitting a single packet
on an individual line and normalized by the packet format
efficiency is then
l
^-tps£C
-(18)
Plots of normalized efficiencies as functions of the
bit-error-rate are given in Fig. 3 for different maximum
packet lengths and a channel capacity of 4800 bps. It is
well known that on common carrier circuits errors in digital
data are not uniformly distributed but instead tend to
occur in bursts. Usually transmission conditions are good
and the average bit-error-rate may be about 10'6. However
in periods of poor conditions due to intense noise sources
the average bit-error-rate could be 10"4 or higher. The
graphs of Fig. 3 indicate that in these circumstances the
throughput efficiency is significantly lower for larger L thus
suggesting the desirability of a small selected maximum
packet length. Another advantage of a minimum L is the
resulting reduction in buffer storage requirements at the
switching nodes. A suitable packet length is also suggested
from the ARPANET measurements where the average
packet length is only 282 bits. Further the very high
proportion of single packet messages indicates that most
transmission is in character-at-a-time mode with almost
insignificant file transfer for which a large packet length
would be useful. Consequently it is proposed that a
maximum packet length of 512 bits would be appropriate
for AURONET.
7.

Derivation of Topologies.

In specifying constraints for the network it must be
borne in mind that it is to support an interactive mode of
operation. The minimum performance considered suitable
in this context is an average round trip delay of under
150

200ms. If this is the only performance constraint specified
then minimizing cost will result in a topology which
penalizes light users of the system. This is considered to be
unsatisfactory, and a further constraint is added limiting
the maximum expected round trip delay for messages
between any source and any destination to 500ms. Both
delays can be calculated by applying equations (14) and
(15) after the -yy are known. The performance constraints
are specified in terms of round trip delay for two reasons.
Firstly, in an interactive environment the round trip delay
must be small enough to cope with character echoing at
reasonable typing rates. Secondly, round trip delay is a
measure of performance which can be readily and regularly
checked by the system for statistical purposes. The network
is also to be designed under the longevity constraint that
the chosen topology must be able to cope with expected
traffic growth for a period of one year. It is imposed in
order to overcome the problems associated with frequent
topology changes which would otherwise arise.
A network optimization program has been written
(Payne & Lings, 1978) to generate minimum cost
topologies for given network parameters and subject to
specified constraints (section 5); due to the small number
of nodes in AURONET this program uses exhaustive search
rather than heuristic techniques. It was determined in
section 4 that an initial packet input rate to the network of
7=1 can be anticipated. This figure together with
inter-nodal fractions of traffic as specified in Table 2
provide the base data for the program. This former figure
will be low because users will be essentially unaware of the
flexibility of the new resource. During the first year
familiarity with the network and its available facilities will
grow, and there will be a natural increase in the workload
imposed on the system. If we assume that user behaviour
on AURONET will parallel that on ARPANET (Kleinrock
& Naylor, 1974) then this will result in a figure of
approximately 9 packets per second for total host-host
traffic by the end of the first year of operation. During the
second year ARPANET experienced a large growth in the
number of host computers connected to the network, and
frequent changes to the topology had to be made. This
involved siting new nodes as well as changing inter-node
connections. Although it is highly likely that similar growth
would take place in AURONET, the geographical
concentration of institutions suggests that the initial
proposal for node siting will still be optimal. Therefore the
projected growth in traffic to 33 packets per second by the
end of the second year must be catered for by changes in
node connections and line speeds. One possibility is to
insert new links in order to relieve the saturated sections of
the subnetwork. In AURONET, the network optimization
program does not select this solution for low to medium
traffic rates. With the scale of Telecom charges presently in
operation (see Table 3) it is considerably cheaper to
upgrade links than to insert new ones; in the former case
increased charges are due almost entirely to the increased
cost of the necessary modems.
Consequently, in early years, the minimum cost
configuration for the network will have minimal
2-connectivity. Such solutions will have acceptable
reliability, as has been shown in section 2. The network
optimization program therefore keeps node sitings fixed
and manipulates links, line speeds and routing strategy in
order to derive a minimum cost network under the given
constraints. Because of the longevity constraint two
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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TABLE 3. Cost of full time Trunk Circuits (Nov. 1977)
Armidale

Brisbane

Canberra

Melbourne

Sydney

Adel
34126
35626
39627
183136
38356
39856
44013
205458
25244
26744
30416
136260
18130
19630
23038
98712
29949
31449
35295
161091

Armi
Bris
(2400 bps)
(4800 bps)
(9600 bps)
(48000 bps)
11366
12866
16017
62980
16303
24763
17803
26263
21206
26917
89385 133717
26369
34677
27869
36177
31583
40198
142196 186043
19874
11681
21374
13181
24847
16391
64676 107917

Canb

Melb

13769
15269
18516
75698
8698
10199
13516
48929

19461
20961
24419
105737

optimization runs were performed, one for an input rate of
9 packets per second and the other for a .rate of 33 packets
per second.
Because of the existence of constraints on the average
and maximum round trip delays, 2400 bps lines are found
to be unacceptable for AURONET. The cost of full time
trunk circuits plus modems for the initial topology (see Fig.
4) is $117565 for the year, representing a cost to each
institution in the order of $7,000. This will be significantly
reduced during the second and third years of operation as
other institutions are encouraged to connect to what will
then be a well established facility. Initial connection of
hosts to the network would be the responsibility of
individual institutions, although once the specifications
have been met for one machine the task of connecting
similar machines would be considerably reduced. For
example, the significant number of DEC PDP-lO’s in use
suggests considerable scope for cooperation and cost
sharing.
The program generates the optimum fixed routing

strategy to be employed. Although ARPANET has adopted
dynamic routing, statistical studies of the system
(Kleinrock & Naylor, 1974) have established that the vast
majority of packets travel by the shortest route. The
overhead involved in dynamic routing is therefore not
considered warranted. However in the case of a node or line
failure re-routing of messages would occur. The chosen
routing algorithm maximizes possible throughput and hence
increases longevity and decreases cost per megabit at the
highest acceptable input rate. By the nature of the intended
use of AURONET this figure is not of crucial importance.
However it is worth commenting that as traffic increases,
and with it the line capacities in the network, the figure
drops dramatically. The average number of links traversed
by packets in the system can readily be calculated from
expected line usage figures; for topology 1 this value is 1.3.
The figure is low because of a high expected rate of incest
(30%) for this network.
The large volume of traffic between Sydney and
Melbourne forces a topology change after one year, with a
direct link being introduced between these two cities. Cost
minimization still results in a minimally 2-connected
network, but all lines must now be upgraded to 9600 bps.
Having incorporated a direct Melbourne-Sydney link the
average hop distance drops even further, to 1.14, but the
high utilization of this link (32%) by the end of the year
will necessitate a further topology change. In this case
upgrading capacities would require the introduction of
48000 bps lines, which are expensive and have less reliable
modems. The alternative is to introduce extra links to cut
down the high line utilizations. At this stage it would not
be useful to predict traffic growth for the third year of

TOPOLOGY 1 /
TOPOLOGY 6j

TOPOLOGY 1

■ Switching nod*

TOPOLOGY 6

TOPOLOGY B1
.Sydney

PACKET INPUT RATE

AURONET

Figure 4 Initial proposed topology of AURONET. Melbourne to
Canberra and Canberra to Sydney are 9600 bps lines; all other lines
are 4800 bps.
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Figure 5 Graph of expected message delay against packet input rate
for three AURONET topologies. Broken line represents maximum
expected delay; unbroken line represents average expected delay.
TOPOLOGY
1 MELB-CANB-SYDN:
9600
bps;
SYDN-ARMI-BRIS-ADF.L-MELB: 4800 bps
TOPOLOGY
6 MF.LB-SYDN-BRIS-ARMI-CANB-ADEL-MELB:
9600 bps
TOPOLOGY
B1 MF.LB-CANB-SYDN-ARMI-BRISADEL-MELB-SYDN: 9600 bps.
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network operation. However, the effect of introducing a
direct Sydney-Melbourne link into the minimally
2-connected topology of Fig. 4, at the same time upgrading
all lines to 9600 bps, can be seen in Fig. 5 (topology Bl).
line and modem costs for this network amount to $ 160000
per annum, and it can handle packet input rates of up to 58
packets per second: an extremely high rate of input.
8.

Conclusions
This paper has presented theoretical aspects of the
design of resource sharing networks and the topological
design of AURONET, a small network initially intended to
fulfil the need of Australian education and research
institutions. The behaviour of such a network in the
Australian environment is unknown and measurements on
similar networks overseas have been used to predict likely
traffic patterns. Certain simplifications have had to be
made; in particular traffic between any two nodes is
assumed to depend only on institution sizes, not on the
more nebulous grounds of popularity and resource
availability. In fact measurements on ARPANET suggest a
certain amount of favouritism between geographically close
nodes, even though the network topology is transparent to
users. Also certain ‘service’ hosts are particularly heavily
used. The affects of these factors cannot be realistically
estimated, and the simplifications of random destination
assumed in the paper are considered justified in establishing
an initial network proposal. The proposal has been
presented in the paper, together with projections of likely
usage over a two year period. It is likely that once

AURONET has been established the level of use would rise
consistently, and the class of users would expand far
beyond the initial base of universities and similar research
bodies.
9.
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Book Review
Robert J. Seidel and Martin L. Rubin (Eds.), Computers and
Communications: Implications for Education, Academic
Press, 1977, pp 409. SA21-70 approx.
These are the proceedings of an invitational conference
entitled “Ten-Year Forecast for Computers and Communications:
Implications for Education - 1985” held in Arilie; Virginia, U.S.A.
in September, 1975.
The papers included in the book discuss computer
technology (hardware, artificial intelligence, graphics, speech
recognition, etc.), communications technology (cable TV, satellites),
video disc technology and the impact of these technologies on
education. The book is divided into five main parts which
correspond to the following five sessions of the conference:
1. LSI Technology and 1985 Educational Computing
Systems.
2. Storage Technology: Effect on Education.
3. What do Developments in Communications imply for the
Distribution of Educational Resources?
4. If the Machine Gets Smarter, Does the Student Learn
More?
5. How will Improvements in Man-Machine Interface affect
Learning?
In addition to the five sections, the book includes a chapter
on “Technology Forecast: Participant Profile” and two short papers
on Federal R & D programs. In all about thirty five papers are
included in the book. There are ten papers discussing LSI
technology. Eight papers discuss developments in communications,
five papers discuss uses of artificial intelligence in CAI and another
ten papers discuss its implications for CAI systems.
It is not possible to discuss each paper in this short review
but the papers presented reflect the various faces of CAI. For
example, Donald Bitzer (of PLATO fame) discusses his dream of a
million terminal CAI system of 1985 using 250 processors tied
together. According to Bitzer the project will cost about 500 million
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dollars and will most likely be funded by the industry. On a
different level of resource requirements, Seymour Papert talks about
changing the learning environment for children by using systems like
LOGO in which children learn geometry by moving a computer
controlled Turtle. Another technology which requires even less
resources is the video disc technology and Arthur Leuhrman
discusses its potential. Development of instructional material for
video disc system also requires large investments.
Possibilities of using speech recognition systems as part of
CAI systems are explored by N. Rex Dixon, Thomas B. Martin and
Lee D. Erman.
Paul Baran discusses education at home using two way
communication via cable TV and wonders “why is nothing
happening?”.
After reading the purpose of the conference, I expected these
proceedings to answer questions like “How is CAI going to improve
education?” and “How are the new techniques going to effect
education in the next ten years?”. Unfortunately not many authors
face these issues. Among those who do, F.P. Brooks makes the
following points:
1. It is very hard, but not impossible, to show that any
change in technique gives better learning (higher performance level).
2. It is almost impossible to use CAI or other educational
technology to lower the cost of instruction, unless a substantial cost
attaches to student time.
3. It is not hard to harness CAI to give demonstrably faster
learning (that is, attainment of given performance level in less
student time).
Looking to the future, Seymour Papert predicts that
fundamental changes in education will certainly not come within
the next five years but will certainly come within the next twenty
years..
G.K. Gupta
(Monash University)
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On Determining the Prime Implicants
of a Boolean Function Without
Recourse to its Minterm Form
By I. A. Parkin*
A justification is given of a modification to a method for identifying the prime implicants of a
Boolean expression without recourse to its minterm form. The method avoids certain redundancies of
earlier methods and, in consequence, offers improved efficiencies in time and space utilisation.
KEYWORDS: boolean functions, boolean expressions, prime implicants, minimisation.
CR CATEGORIES: 6.1, 8.3.

1.1

Notation
The following notation is used throughout this paper.
The letters A, B, C,.. . will be used to name clauses,
each clause being a conjunction of Boolean literals.
The letters X, Y, Z,. .. will name unspecified entries
in specific literal positions within clauses. Where it is
required to instance such an entry, in the X position for
example, the symbols x, x and — (“don’t care”) will be used;
x and x represent a particular instance and its negation
without specifying whether these are 0, 1 or 1,0.
The letters T, U, V,.. . represent conjunctions of
literal entries within clauses where it is not required to
nominate specific entries. Where it is required to indicate
entry-positional correspondences between clauses, period
(.) symbols are used to mark positional boundaries and are
to be regarded as matched between clauses as the context
requires; as in:
U.x.Y.V.X.y.z .
<t> represents the null clause.
1.2

Background
In certain small, interactive computing systems, for
which naive users may nominate conditionally selected
computational or command sequences, it is desirable to
incorporate validation processes over Boolean expressions
to enable such expressions in user input to be checked for
self consistency and for system compatibility.
The design and implementation (in software) of such
processes are simplified if carried out in terms of canonical
forms of the expressions involved and constraints of
memory size dictate that these forms should be compact.
These considerations suggest the use of the prime implicant
form as a standard for both storage and processing of
expressions.
Within a user — interactive system it is to be expected
that individual Boolean expressions which are input will
frequently make reference to only a subset of the variables
within the domain of discourse of the system; in effect the
“Copyright © 1978, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of
this material is granted; provided that ACJ’s copyright notice is
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of
issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by
permission of the Australian Computer Society.”

typical expression will have “don’t-care” entries in respect
of many variables.
Given constraints on available memory size, it seems
inappropriate therefore to use a method of prime implicant
determination, such as those of Morreale (1970), Hwa
(1974), which depend on initial expansion of a given
expression to its minterm form.
Rather, it is desirable to use a method which, like
that of Tison (1967), will identify prime implicants without
recourse to the minterm form. In investigating such a
process, a means has been found of avoiding the generation
of certain redundant clauses which typically arise in such
methods, as exemplified by Morreale (1967).
1.3 Introduction
We assume a Boolean expression of interest to be
given in disjunctive normal form, that is, as the disjunction
of the members of a set G of clauses where each clause is a
conjunction of N literal entries; each literal entry being
either a positive, negative or “don’t care” reference to one
member of a set of N independent Boolean variables such
that there is at most one reference to a given variable within
any clause. We assume that the variables over which the
given Boolean expression is defined are ordered (arbitrarily)
so that when the entries in each clause are correspondingly
ordered, the names of the variables can be abstracted to
leave, in each literal position, one of the symbols:
0
:
indicating a positive occurrence of the
variable;
1
:
indicating a negative occurrence of the
variable;
—
:
“don’t care”, indicating that the clause is
independent of the variable.
A minterm is a clause which contains no
symbols.
The set of minterms of a clause A is the set of clauses
obtained when the “-” symbols in A are each instanced by
“0” or “1” in all possible combinations. The set of
minterms of a given set G of clauses is the union of the sets
of minterms of the members of G. Any clause A (which
may or may not be a member of G) will be said to be
defined on the minterms of G if every minterm of A is
contained in the set of minterms of G.
It may be taken as definition of the set P of prime
implicants of a given set G of clauses that:
—
all clauses of P are defined on the minterms of
G;
any clause which is defined on the minterms of

*Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney. Manuscript received 13th January, 1978. Revised manuscript received 10th
July, 1978.
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—

G is defined on the minterms of (at least) one
member clause of P taken alone;
no clause of P is defined solely on the minterms
of one other clause of P.

2.

STANDARD OPERATIONS ON CLAUSES
The following definitions and results arise in a
straightforward manner.
2.1 Standard Definitions
We define the intersection A A B of two clauses A
and B to be the clause (possibly null) each entry of which is
obtained by applying Table 1 to the corresponding entries
in clauses A and B.
TABLE 1: Intersection of Entries

A

X

X

-

X

X

0

X

X

0

X

X

-

X

X

-

The occurrence of the symbol 0 in any entry position
of the result indicates that the given clauses have an empty
intersection, written thus:
AAB=0
If for two clauses A and B,

2.4

we say A covers B and write: A » B.
For S a set of clauses we say B is covered within S,
written B_e_S, if there exists a clause A such that:
A » B and A e S.
*- operation: Generation of new clauses

We define an operation **’ for the generation of a
new clause A*B from given clauses A and B, as follows: let
A and B be clauses of the form:
A= U.x
B=V.x
where UAV00, then
A*B = (U A V).- ;
otherwise
A*B = 0 .
The *-operation is equivalent to the consensus operation of
order 2 of Tison (1967).
2.3

Observations

2.3.1 For any clauses A, B and C
A*B = B*A.
In general,
(A*B)*C * A*(B*C)
2.3.2 For any clauses A and B
A* A = 0
A*(A*B) = 0
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2.3.4 It follow that if
A»B
C»D
then one of the following holds:
A » (B*D)
C » (B*D)
(A*C) » (B*D)
For from 2.3.3, either
A » (B*D) or (A*D) » (B*D),
and, also from 2.3.3, either
C » (A*D) or (A*C) » (A*D).
2.3.5 Thus, in particular, for a set K such that
A, B e K => (A*B) e K,
it follows that
A, BeK=>(A*B)eK.

(A A B) = B

2.2

2.3.3 If A » B then for any C
either
A » (B*C)
or
(A*C) »(B*C);
for if
B=U.x,
so that A = T . X
where T » U and X » x ,
and if C = V . x such that VAU00
then
B*C = (U A V).- :
for X=-, A = T.-» (B*C);
for X=x, A*C = (T A V).- (A0) » (B*C).

*- Closure of G
Let G be a given set of clauses; then the closure K of G
under the *- operation is defined by:
GcK,
A, B e K => (A*B) e K.
We now show that for any clause A which is defined
upon the minterms of G,
AeK
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number n of
symbols in the clause A.
If n=o so that A is a minterm:
A e G, G_c K=>A e.K
We now assert the truth of the proposition for clauses of
n-1
symbols and prove its truth for clauses of n
symbols; we postulate the existence of a clause A of n
symbols which is defined upon the minterms of G and such
that A£K, and seek a contradiction.
Let A = U . - where U contains n-1
symbols and
consider the clauses B = U . x, C = U . x. By inspection, the
minterms of B and C are minterms of A and therefore lie in
the set of minterms of G. Thus, by hypothesis
B, CeK
But
B*C = A
So,by result 2.3.5, AeK, a contradiction.
The preceding result is well-known (e.g., Tison
(1967)). It indicates that the prime implicants of a given set
G of clauses, which are certainly defined on the minterms
of G, can be found as a subset of the *- closure of G. The
prime implicant subset is, in fact, found by eliminating
from the *- closure any clause which is covered by another
member of the closure. The result 2.3.5 shows that the two
processes, of removing covered clauses and of generating
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4, November, 1978
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A

X

X

-

/

We now show, for any A:
AeK=>AeK’
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number n of
symbols in the clause A.
For n=o: Ae G, G c K’ =>AeK’.
We postulate the truth of the result for clauses of n-1
symbols and prove it for n
symbols; we postulate
the existence of a clause A = U.-e_K, where U contains n-1
symbols and show that AeK’.
Now AeK =?>U.x, U.x e_K (since A » U.x, U.x) so,
by hypothesis, there are clauses C, DeK’ such that C »
U.x, D » U.x; thus by 2.34 one of the following holds:
C » A, D >> A or C*D » A, since A =
(U.x)*(U.x).
It is shown in the Appendix that for any clause CeK’
and any other clause DeK, C*D e_K’.
Thus in each case above, AeK’.
The above result indicates that any result clause
which is generated by the *- operation, but not by the *’operation, is redundant to the formation of a set of clauses
which will contain the prime implicants of a given set of
clauses. Suppression of such redundant clauses achieves an
improvement of space utilisation in comparison with
generation methods based on the *- operation.

X

X

0

X

X

4.

X

0

X

X

—

-

X

X

-

■f

/

X

X

/

/

further members of the closure by *- operations on existing
members, can be freely commuted.
The *- operation will, in general, redundantly
generate multiple copies of members of the *- closure in a
manner similar to that exemplified by Morreale (1967).
In the following section a modified operator *’ is
defined which eliminates this redundancy.
3.
3.1

NEW OPERATIONS
Definitions
A significant redundancy in the generation of new
clauses is avoided as follows.
We represent by the symbol “■/” the entry, previously
written
which is created in the clause resulting from
the *- operation. Thus:
A = U.x, B = V.X
yields
A*B = (U A V). / for U A V ^ 0.
We first revise the intersection table (Table 1) to
include the new symbol, thus:
TABLE 2: Revised Intersection Table for A

The validity of the preceding discussion is unimpaired
and the new table is equivalent to the old if the distinction
between the symbols
and
is ignored.
We then define a new intersection operation A’ by
repeating Table 2 with the sole modification that entries
involving opposition of the symbol
and either “x” or
“x” are made null; thus
TABLE 3: Table for A’

A’

X

X

X

X

-

f

0

X

0

X

0

X

—

-

X

X

-

f

f

0

0

f

f

0

We define a new *’- operation in terms of the above;
thus for A = U.x , B = V.x :
A*’B = (U A’ V). f for (UA’V)^O;
= <j> otherwise.
3.2

*’- Closure
Let G be a given set of clauses and let K’ be the *’closure of G, defined analogously to the *- closure K of
Section 2.4.
Then it is clear, in comparison of Tables 2 and 3, that
for any clause A:
A e K’ => A e K.
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CONCLUSION
A justification has been given in formal terms for use
of *’- operator rather than the *- operator in methods
which exploit the latter operator to generate a set of clauses
within which prime implicants can be identified.
It has been demonstrated that use of the *’- operator
will inhibit generation of certain of the redundant clauses
which normally arise in the application of such methods.
5.
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APPENDIX
Let G be a given set of clauses and let K’ be the
closure of G. We show that for any clause AeK’ and any
other clause B; A* B e K’.
Proof: We consider K’ to be partitioned into subsets K’n, 0
<n<N, such that
K’n= (An|AneK’ and An contains n‘7” symbols).
In particular, G = K’0
and
K’

N
O

Kj

i=0

We prove by induction on n, for any clause An e K’n
and any other clause B that
A„ *Be

min(n+1 ,N)

U

i=0

K1
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For n=o the result follows immediately from the
structure of Table 2.
We assert the truth of the result for clauses An.j of
n-1
symbols and prove the result for n.
Let
An = Un.

An-, » An*B ;
thus
A„*B e Kn_j .
For X= x :

where Un contains no “/” symbols and [/]n represents a
string of n “f” symbols.
Correspondingly, let

A„.1*B = (U„.1 AV). [Yj] I-1 .yn.f
so that

B = V.[Yj]" .x
in which representation we distinguish especially the entries
Yj, l<i<n which oppose the
symbols in An.
Then, using Table 2,

An*B = (Un A V).[Yj]n./

An_! *B » An*B ;
but, by the induction hypothesis,
An.i *B e

min(n,N)

U

i=0

K7

so that
m in(n+ 1 ,N)

How if every entry Yj, 1 < i < n is either a
or “/”
symbol, application of Table 2 is identical in effect to
application of Table 2, and

An*B e

u

i=0

Kj

Sub-case 3 Yn = - or /; 3 i, 1 < i < n, Yj = yj
An*BeK’n+1 •
In this case
Otherwise we consider the following cases.
Case

An*B = (Un A V).[Yj] j'1. /./ .

i, 1 < i <n, Y; = yj

Since An e K’n there are clauses

For X = X’ = x :

A,,*B = (U„,AV). [YiJr'-Yn-/

An-i, A’n.i e Kn_j

A’n-i *B = (Un.! A V). [Y;]^"1 .yn./ ,

such that
and
A
,
An-1

A’

An-1,

= A

An*

(An-i *B)*(A’n.1 *B) = (UnAV).[Yi] n-i././

The definition of the *’ operation indicates that these
clauses can, without loss of generality, be written in the
forms:
An-l =Un.1. [-Or/]n-l.yn.X

A’n-1 = Un-1 •[/ or -]n_1 -yn-X’
where
Un_! Alfn.j =Un
—
[- or /] "-1 and [/ or -] "-1 are strings of
and “/”
symbols such that in each of the entry positions
which they span at least one of the strings contains an
symbol
X A X’ = x

= An*B ;
but by the induction hypothesis there are clauses Ap and
Aq such that:
Ap e iq,, 0 < p < n and Ap » (An.! *B),
Aq eK’q’ 0 < q < n and Aq » (An_! *B);
now, by 2.3.4, one of the clauses Ap, Aq or (Ap*Aq)
covers the result (A,^ *B)*(An.i *B);
but Ap and Aq are each members of some Kj, 0 < i < n
and, by re-use of the induction hypothesis, (Ap *Aq) is
covered by some K’x, 0 < i < n+1, thus

Sub-case Yn = yn.
In this case
An*B = (Un A V). [Yi]«-i.yn./
For X = - :
An-i =Un-i. [■ °r Z]"’1 -yn-so that
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An*B e

min (n+ 1 ,N)

U

i=0

K1

For XfX’, without loss of generality consider
X = -, X’ = x ; in this case we have
An.1*(A’n.1*B) = An*B
and an argument similar to that for the preceding case
establishes the desired result.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor,
Australian Computer Journal,
Dear Sir,
The lecture by Barry Dwyer at ACS8 prompted me to
read again the article on Structured Programming by Peter
Juliff (Journal, May) and the following correspondence. I
refer also to Barry’s article in the May ’77 issue of the
Journal.
It is interesting and perhaps even slightly amusing to
see people go to such lengths to try to improve COBOL,
whose code is cumbersome, verbose, and despite its
proponents claims, not always readily intelligible. It is a
reflection on the inadequacy of COBOL that so much work
is done in endeavours to make it easier to write, maintain,
and understand.
Your readers may be interested to learn that a
decision table based language known as FILETAB
generated enormous interest at ACS8. It is applicable to
computing problems in general, and some large
organisations use it almost exclusively for all programming.
It is available on many computers, from micros through to
main frames, such as IBM (360, 370, S3, S32), ICL(1900,
2903, 2900), Digital (LSI 11 to PDP 11/70), UNIVAC
(1100,90/30), and others.
The main feature of FILETAB is its ability. to
interpret decision tables as its normal code, and “compile”
direct to machine code at 10 to 20 times the speed of
COBOL. Secondly, it has a very powerful report generator
built into it, and the combination of these features makes a
dramatic impact on the amount of effort required to write
programs. Typically a FILETAB program would require
about a quarter of the effort of the equivalent COBOL, and
in many cases less.
By way of illustration, below is the equivalent
FILETAB code for some of the coding examples from Peter
Juliff s article.
Example 1 (Figure 4) - “Table Search”
* DETAB VALIDATE
C LOOKUP ITEMS CUSTOMER Y
N
Note that it is not necessary to set a flag, as the code
automatically returns a T
or F reply to the “IF
VALIDATE” question.
Example 2 (Figure 5) — “perform depending on”
* DETAB SELECT
C Code = ?
1
3
6 ELSE
A CALL ROUTINE?
X
Y
Z
E
The number of valid codes to be tested does not
really matter, as the C line (condition test) is merely
expanded to accommodate more. Thus the simplicity and
elegance of FILETAB compared with COBOL is further
emphasised.
Example 3 (Figure 6) — “Multiple rules”
* DETAB SELECT
C If
COND-1 COND-2 COND-3 ELSE
X
X
X
SELECTION MV 1 X
SELECTION + 4
X
X
SELECTION + 2
X
SELECTION + 1
X
X
X
X
X
GOTO TEST
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* DETAB TEST
C SELECTION+?
A CALL ACTION?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A B B C A D C

The above examples of code would compile error
free directly into machine code at 10 to 20 times the speed
of a COBOL compiler. There is no intermediate phase as in
COPE.
Yours faithfully,
A. Borbiro,
M.A.C.S.
The Editor,
The Australian Computer Journal.
Dear Sir,
The article on “Computing as a Human Activity”
(Sale, 1976) serves as a starting point for some comments I
should like to offer on the APL language. Recognizing that
computing is indeed a human activity, it seems clear to me
that the cost in human time is every bit as important in
evaluating computing procedures as is CPU time. My
remarks will therefore pertain to the type of program that
is typical in much of engineering, a program whose cost in
manpower expended for its development exceeds the cost
of computer time over the life of the program.
During a sabbatical leave at Princeton University, I
was able to use their extensive facilities for interactive APL.
Based on my experience, I would agree that APL has many
of the advantages put forth by its proponents (Bent and
Pessis, 1976; McKenna, 1976; Wittig and Eggensperger,
1976). The close correspondence between the mathematical
statement of the problem and the APL program results in
programs which have a minimum of peripheral detail
(format, dimensions, element-by-element array processing,
etc.). The availability of special operators for matrix and
vector operations, and the ability to use functions and
operators in an interactive manner, serve to reduce program
development
time
in
comparison
with
many
commonly-used programming languages.
The workspace feature of APL assists one in carrying
out check calculations for the critical portions of a
numerical calculation. Additional output can be obtained
after completion of a run; the need for such output might
not have been foreseen in advance. The availability of
workspace variables also introduces the necessity of an
extra precaution. When programs are being checked out for
the last time, they should be run using a clear workspace.
Otherwise, variables having extraneous data might be used
without producing an error message in a function that
contains an undetected error in the sequence of statements.
Despite the advantages of APL, it should be borne in
mind that computational time is NOT in its favor (Alleman
and Richardson, 1974). Also, the greater availability of
mathematical software for FORTRAN will very likely
inhibit the use of APL over the next five or so years.
As for documentation of APL software, it is urged
that all procedures beyond five or 10 lines should be
accompanied by clearly stated algorithms and references to
the mathematical development. Although this seems
obvious, it is common to find APL code presented by itself
with no word description of the procedure. Because of the
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fuzziness of most printed code, APL programs can seldom
be read with anything approaching full confidence.
However, due to the conciseness of APL, programs can
often be exchanged in card form without excessive cost or
inconvenience.
As for the need for an open mind on language choice,
I would refer again to Professor Sale’s article. Computer
languages should serve not as a religion to be defended or
propagated, but as alternative means for converting
organized thought into organized computation.
Yours sincerely,
George S. Campbell,
Professor of Aerospace Engineering

array of numbers mould. It matches many scientific
requirements well. It is, however, the exaggerated claims
one must beware of — and Professor Campbell carefully
made none.
After all, if you read the fine print at the back of
Pascal News, you will find that even our latest wonder-toy
has limits, expressed in the following terms:
“Pascal is a small, practical, and general purpose (but
not all-purpose) programming language possessing
algorithmic and data structures to aid systematic
programming ...”

ALLEMAN, G.B. and RICHARDSON, J.L. (1974): “A Time Study
in Numerical Methods Programming”, Proceedings of the
Sixth International APL Users’ Conference, Anaheim,
California, May 14-17, p. 6.
BENT, D.H. and PESSIS, G.C. (1976): “A Modular Approach to
Teaching Management Science and Statistics Using APL”,
APL 76 Conference Proceedings, Ottawa, Canada,
September 22-24 (available from Association for
Computing Machinery), p. 63.

The Editor,
Australian Computer Journal

McKENNA, J.E. (1976): “Interactive Computing in a Course on
Numerical Analysis”, APL 76 Conference Proceedings,
Ottawa, Canada, September 22-24, p. 297.
SALE, A.H.J. (1976): “Computing as a Human Activity”, Austral.
Comput. Journal, Vol. 2, p. 51.
WITTIG, S.W. and EGGENSPERGER, R. (1976): “APL in
Computer-Assisted Instruction: Simulation of Stochastic
Processes in Science Teaching”, APL 76 Conference
Proceedings, Ottawa, Canada, September 22-24, p. 447.

REPLY BY PROF. A.H.J. SALE
I thank Professor Campbell for taking my article as a
provocative starting point for his comments on APL as a
programming language, for he gives me the opportunity to
make a point. APL is recognizably one of the programming
languages that have made it to the top and are in very wide
use. My own checklist is quite short, and includes several
very flawed languages in it: FORTRAN, Basic, COBOL,
APL, PL/I, Algol 60, and Pascal of course. How did these
languages get to where they are, and why? What influence
does the conceptual structure of the language have (in PL/I
for example!)? And in particular APL?
I argue that APL’s success is due to three factors. The
first two are direct human factors:
(a) The APL interactive system is so highly interactive
that it must evoke sympathetic responses from its
users, whatever language were embedded in it, and
(b) the arcane nature of APL notation and algorithms
encourages something of the atmosphere of a secret
society, or of a closed club.
The third factor is IBM support for APL, but that
seems to follow the other factors, not precede them .. .
Interestingly, if I am right, we ought to preserve APL
as a cultural heritage as enabling people to indulge
themselves in an orgy of cunning tricks without harmful
effects. I remember having lots of fun as an aspiring
programmer writing very obscure code for very obscure
reasons; now the nastiest corners of my mind only get
exercised in devising validation programs for compilers.
And yet I do not personally regret the insights those tricks
gave me: yes, APL has a useful role.
But moving back to the mundane, sure, APL is a
useful tool for people whose problems fit its facilities.
Which mostly means those problems which fit within an
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Dear Sir,
I feel I must write in response to Professor Sale’s
article {Stylistics in Languages With Compound Statements,
May 1978) to congratulate him on daring to suggest that
the begin-end pair be placed anywhere other than indented
on a line of its own!
I have, quite independently, developed a similar
approach for virtually the same reasons.
I found myself perturbed by what appeared to be
inconsistencies, such as the following:
(i)
consider the loop control constructs, while-do and
repeat-until, of Pascal. In the latter, we may insert the
statement list without the begin-end, because these
are effectively absorbed into the convenient
keywords of the structure.
The repeat introduces the structure to the compiler
which then seeks the until to finish it; anything intervening
must be the enclosed statement list.
However, with the while-do, there is no such
convenient keyword terminator for the end of the
statement list. Whilst some languages (notably ALGOL 68)
provide an od, Pascal imposes an apparently artificial
begin-end bracketting.
(ii) ALGOL 60, unfortunately, made no great distinction
between a compound statement and the block, and
hence its implication on the execution environment
has
perhaps remained somewhat shrouded,
particularly to the first-time user. As already
indicated above, more recent language designs have
attempted to overcome this problem by introducing
such things as fi, esac, od and so on. In these
languages, begin-end may be kept for blocks solely.
One reason for developing ALGOL-like languages has
been to provide a meaningful and readable programming
language. It would seem unreasonable, then, to allow
limitations of the syntax to dictate the formatting
technique to be used. If a language does not provide fi and
elsf, then we could at least attempt to simulate them, as
suggested by the style under consideration.
Indeed, I would propose that Professor Sale has not
gone far enough with his suggestions.
The best model we have is our own language; we
should use this as a base, rather than the programming
language syntax, from which to develop a formatting style.
As a demonstration of my inclinations on the matter,
I offer my own version of Professor Sale’s example. The
reader is reminded of Professor Sale’s comment that it may
look difficult to follow, but it really depends upon what
one is familiar with:
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begin {level Oj
.
| my personal style, with begins and ends out of the way{
while (i < m) do begin j nested depth li
ch := text [i];
if ( ch = lastchar ) then begin {nested depth 2|
checkoccurrence;
i:=i + D[ch];
.
end {nested depth 2f
else begin {nested depth 2[
increment( usecount [ stride [ch] ] ) ;
i := i + stride [ch];
end jfij- nested depth 2
, end |odi {nested depth ll
end {level 6}
'
’

My reason for settling on this technique is, most
importantly, because every statement starting at a
particular nesting level has its first keyword/token at the
same level or “tabstop”. There is certainly not the rapid
movement across the page of “regular” techniques.
Finallyf I reiterate Professor Sale’s request that all
examine their technique of program layout. Perhaps a
comparison of the two paragraphing techniques most
commonly found in print (indent the first line, or, more
significantly, indent all continuation lines after the first)
would prove profitable.
Yours sincerely
Barry Johnson

Forthcoming National and International Events
DATE

EVENT

LOCALE

SOURCE

1978
December
4-6

Winter Simulation Conference

Miami Beach, Florida USA

ACM

4-6

National Telecommunications Conference

Birmingham, Alabama, USA

ACM

4-6

ACM 1978

Washington, D.C. USA

ACM

5-8

CMG IX International Conference on “Management in Evaluation of Computer Performance” San Francisco, California, USA ACM

11 - 15

Working Conference on “Performance Evaluation of Numerical Software”

Baden, Austria

IFIP

18-20

International Computer Symposium

Taipei, Taiwan, Rep. of China

ACM

18 - 21

First Iranian Computer Congress

Teheran, Iran

IFIP

1979
January
4-5

Twelfth Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences

Honolulu, Hawaii

ACM

8-9

Pacific Telecommunications Conference

Honolulu, Hawaii

ACM

15 - 19

SOTAC 79. IFIP/IFAC Working Conference on “Socio-Technical Aspects of Computerization” Budapest, Hungary

IFIP

29 - 31

Sixth Annual ACM SIGACT-SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages

ACM

February
6-8

Fourth International Symposium on Computer System Modelling and Performance Evaluation Vienna-Laxenburg, Austria

ACM

12 - 14

International Symposium on Flow Control in Computer Networks

Paris, France

IFIP

14 - 16

1st European Conference on Parallel and Distributed Processing

Toulouse, France

ACM

20 -22

ACM Computer Science Conference

Dayton, Ohio, USA

ACM

22 -23

A Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education

Dayton, Ohio, USA

ACM

March
?

IAG Seminar “The Immediate Future of DBMS”

Munich, FRG

IFIP

14 - 16

Twelfth Annual Simulation Symposium

Tampa, Florida, USA

ACM

26 -28

4th GI Conference on Theoretical Computer Science

Aachen, Germany

ACM

26 - 28

Second International Conference on Computational Methods in Non-Linear Mechanics

Austin, Texas

ACM

April
2-4

1979 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech & Signal Processing

Washington, D.C. USA

ACM

3-5

Conference on Numerical Ordinary Differential Equations

Champaign, Illinois, USA

ACM

5-6

Computers in Ophthalmology

St. Louis, Missouri, USA

IFIP

19 -21

APOLLO AGONISTES: The Humanities in a Computerized World

Albany, N.Y.

ACM

23 -25

Working Conference on “Formal Models in Practical Tools for Information Systems Design”

Oxford, UK

IFIP
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Forthcoming Events
May
14 - 19

Working Conference on “Evaluation of Effectiveness of Medical Action, Methodology and
Experiences”

Bordeaux, France

IFIP

21 -23

IFIP/IFAC 4th PROCLOMAT Conference “PROCLOMAT 79”

Michigan, USA

IFIP

June
4-7

National Computer Conference

New York City, USA

ACM

4-8

2nd IFIP Conference on “Human Choice and Computers”

Vienna, Austria

IFIP

10 - 16

2nd IFAC/IFIP Symposium on “Software for Computer Control — SOCOCO”

Prague, CSSR

IFIP

11-13

Working Conference on “The Information Systems Environment”

Bonn. FRG

IFIP

11 - 13

International Conference “Tele-informatics 79”

Paris, France

IFIP

19 -21

IFIP/IFAC Workshop “Real-Time Programming”

Prague, CSSR

IFIP

20 - 22

Ninth Annual International Symposium on Fault Tolerant Computing

Madison, Wisconsin, USA

ACM

July
2-6

VIIIIFAC Symposium on Automatic Control in Space

Oxford, England

ACM

16 - 18

1979 Summer Computer Simulation Conference

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

ACM

16 - 20

Sixth International Colloquium on Automata, Languages, and Programming

Graz, Austria

ACM

August
20 - 24

Sixth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence

Tokyo,Japan

ACM

September
4-10

9th Conference on “Optimization”

Warsaw, Poland

ACM

24 - 28

5 th IFAC Symposium on Identification and System Parameter Estimation

Darmstadt, FRG

ACM

25 - 28

EURO-IFIP 79. IFIP European Conference on “Applied Information Technology”

London, UK

IFIP

1980
Sept. 29 October 3

MEDINFO 80

Tokyo,Japan

IFIP

October
6-9

8th World Computer Congress

Tokyo,Japan

IFIP

14 - 17

IFIP Congress 80

Melbourne, Australia

IFIP

Book Review
Interactive Systems. Edited by G. Goos and J. Harmanis.
Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1977, 380 pp. SA14.60.
This book is Volume 49 of the “Lecture Notes in Computer
Science” series produced by Professor Goos and reports the
Proceedings of the 6th Informatik Symposium of IBM, Germany,
held in September 1976.
The Symposium was divided into four sessions: Systems
Design Considerations; Managing Interactive Systems; Application
Development; Applications of Interactive Systems.
The session on Systems Design contained three papers. A.L.
Scherr discussed design parameters, implementation techniques and
future trends, while the role of interactive programming languages
was discussed by G. Seegmueller, who provided a general
classification and critique of current languages. Finally,. H.J.
Hoffmann investigated the design process of interactive systems.
Three papers in the second session on management cover the

160

logical evolution of interactive systems within IBM (Kelisky), and
performance evaluation of interactive systems (Bard). Finally, M.
Achenbach described some of the practical considerations obtained
in an industrial computer centre.
The third session on applications, described the current
emphasis on transaction-oriented and educational systems. A
number of the authors suggest that advances in technology will
allow a shift into computer-aided design and training systems.
The final session presents five papers on some specific
application systems.
The set of papers is by no means comprehensive, but does
provide an historical sketch of the growth of interactive systems and
describes a number of unique attributes of these systems. Such
material dates very quickly, but is a worthwhile reference for
anyone actively working in the field, or presenting courses on the
subject.
V.X. Gledhill,
New South Wales Institute of Technology
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